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“I had no idea.l was going to get it.
They just called me up out of the blue
and said "You've been named to a MacArthur Fellowship.’ "says Rev. J. Bryan
Hehir. S.J., Director of the Office of
International Justice and Peace, U.S.
Catholic Conference in Washington,
D.C.
Hehir has been awarded one of the

MacArthur

the U.S Conference

623-4554

Fellowships

of Bishops.

he

teaches

a

to'doiit.”

provide substantial assistance for my
ongoing. work

at

‘the

U.S!

Conference and Georgetown
sity’s: Kennedy

Institute

of

Catholic

UniverEthics.

Neither institution is so amply endowed
with resources as to confront fully the

PC

Photo

received his fellowship. He was one of
forces behind

the de-'

velopment of the National Conference
of Catholic Bishops’ Pastoral Letter.
He has also served as a member of
Vatican Delegations to the United

called

“The Catholic Church inthe International System.”
Overwhelmed. Hehir says, "I haven't
had the time to think specifically about
it all. Yet, I have conceived of a
general framework of what I will do
with the money.
In an official statement issued upon
receiving the award, Hehir said, “The
generous'amount of the fellowship will

BAR
picks

Jay

the motivating

'

Nations and has written extensively on
ethics, human rights, arms control,
and other issues concerning peace and
war.

“It is my intention to use the award
as effectively as possible to enhance
my contribution to the Church’s intellectual and social
ministry in the
world,” says Hehir.
i
The Foundation is named after John
D. MacArthur, who owned Bankers

Life and Casualty Company, the largest
privately

held

the time

of his death

Foundation

insurance

company

in 1978.

at

The

has since given out about

continued on page 2

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

J. Donald Freeze, S. J., drapes an honorary graduation sash over Austrian
President Rudolf Kirchschlaeger as Georgetown President Timothy S.
Healy, S.J., presents the diploma.

HOYA

News Editor

\

state.

“We cannot put back onto this tree
our knowledge of nuclear fission and
the weapons systems based on it by a
world-wide resolution,” said the President-of Austria, Rudolf Kirchschlaeger,
upon receiving an honorary doctorate
of humane letters from Georgetown
University on Monday in the ICC
Auditorium.
;
‘will

have to

live

with

this

more peace-oriented in ‘our personal

Foy

“Austria has voluntarily chosen neu-

.trality as the logical consequence of
her history and geographic location.
Never has she used her neutrality as
excuse ta stay aloof from contributing
to the solution of pressing problems of
Europe or from openly defending human rights,” said Kirchschlaeger.
The Austrian President also discussed the need for a substantial disarm-ament that must be based on “confimeasures.”
Kirch' dence-building

schlaeger emphasized Austria’s role in
establishing an environment of confi-

life.”

dence between the East and the West

Kirchschlaeger is the first, Austrian
head of state to make a formal visit to
the White House. After the honorary
degree ceremony at Georgetown, the
Austrian President continued his diplomatic tour of Washington, D.C. with
a state dinner at the White House, a
series of lectures on Vienna art at the
Smithsonian and other formal receptions.

and added, “Small countries have yet

Ambassador Francis J. Meehan, research professor of diplomacy in the
School of Foreign Service, read the
degree citation. “Georgetown has traditionally devoted itself to East Cen-

tral European Studies, and in Rudolf
Kirchschlaeger it honors one whose
understanding of that area. . .is without close rival among heads of state.”
Speaking to an elegantly-dressed

another responsibility to bear: to see
that they do not give rise to new
political tensions in their political and

geographic neighborhood

and to en-

gage in a constant dialogue aiming at
the elimination of current tensions and
abating canflicts inherited from the

past.’
A formal procession of University
deans and professors donning ceremonial garb marched the Austrian

president into the auditorium, and an
elaborate cocktail party in the ICC
Galleria

followed

the event.

The

re-/

ception was limited to ticket-holders
Kirchschlaeger praised Georgetown
for its commitment to developing the
“harmony

of faith and science’ in the,

audience consisting of the diplomatic

student.
“One of the great tasks of the uni-

corps, highly ranked military officers,
embassy officials and an entourage of

versity education,” continued the President, is to strengthen this harmony and

deDeyn's
part
ams
eam

Lead Transition to Student Association

by Tara McKelvey
HOYA

News

Editor

On Thursday, Student Association
President Paul Evert (SFS '86) and
Vice President Marguerite Fletcher
(SFS '84) took the reins from the
Casper/Harrison team and started their
term with a new constitution, a different name replacing the former Student

role in promoting world peace and

easing strained relations betwen the
East and West.

| ‘integrate man as a whole in a coherent
| understanding of the world. ...”
Kurt Waldheim, former SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, said at
the ceremony, “We both served for
many years (in the international field)

and I depended upon President Kirchschlaeger’s wise counsel

Government

Waldheim continued, “The fact that
he (Kirchschlaeger) was re-elected by
.an overwhelming majority in 1980
shows the high regard that the Austrian

people have for him.”
The Austrian President expressed
his thanks for the honorary degree and

recalled “the extremely difficult years
of my academic studies, which were
marked by want and poverty, compounded by the political difficulties

that confronted me after March, 1938,
when I strove to continue my studies
at
Vienna
University
— difficulties
which did not, however, prevent me
from finally obtaining my degree of

law."
Kirchschlaeger, President of Austria
from 1974 to the present, also received
the United Nations Gold Medal of
Peace in 1977 and served as minister

for foreign affairs (1970-74) and minister to Czechoslovakia (1967-70).

by Todd Barrett

mission, a security commission and an

study how

official representative from Georgetown will be appointed to the D.C.

fare under the present tenure system,

between area universities.
The minority affairs commission will

The new constitution doesn’t officially go into. effect until Sunday,
according to John Farley.
“Our first objective,” said Evert, “is

process)

“I don’t

random,”

said

Evert,

“I'm

students will sit on the Five Year Plan,

job

which will replace the Main Campus

that “People

Finance Committee.

details too easily—I'd like to give
(senators) direction and instruction and

want

important

to let sit.”

to make

sure

that we

get

as President

that are either signifor in voice. We want
diverse group.”
he will approach his
with

the

awareness

often get caught up in

then let them handle the details.”
Fletcher said that as Vice President,

she

“would

feel

having a defined

more

comfortable

role.” She says’ that

she will probably continue her involvement in either Student Activities Com-

to

decide more thdn just where the drapes
are hung—we want an influential voice
(in the planning).”
. Applications for committee positions

leader.

constitution.

Evert is meeting with administration
officials this week to ascertain that

too

Student Center, slated to be constructed at Kober-Cogan parking lot.
Marguerite Fletcher explained, “We

his year as the new student body

the

want to think that it’s (the selection

Evert said that a committee is now
being formed to help._plan the new

Student Association President Paul
Evert looks ahead optimistically at

in

choosing groups
icant in numbers
the Yard to be a
Evert said that

.it’s just

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

members

University clubs for the Yard, as ex-

representation on the Five Year Plan

oya,
best
and
one
nce
ams
per
yas
AA
be

faculty

ways to increase minority enrollment
and efforts to encourage minority
participation in school activities.
The new president must also choose
a large percentage of the seats from
plained

mission, entertainment or
affairs during her tenure.
Photo

by Kevin

Ciotta

will be available to all students on
Monday in the Student Association

Student Association Vice President

office. Fletcher said that several committees have been added, including a
minority task force from last year,
now upgraded to the status of a com-

role in forming new commissions
under the revised student government.

Marguerite Fletcher talks about her

Assistant News Editor

country

in a symposium

minority

overall expenses (tuition, mandatory
fees, room and board) for students to
about $12,000, up from approximately
$11,000 this year.
This compares to tuition increases
of under 10 percent at most Ivy League
schools, according to a recent article
in USA
Today. Princeton (1983-84

minority

percent. Columbia (currently $8,820)
and Harvard ($9,035) have not yet
announced their increases, but both
have indicated it will not be above
8.25 percent. Current tuition figures
are from Peterson's Guide.
Other highly-rated institutions are
planning increases relatively smaller
than G.U.’s. Duke University’s undergraduate tuition will be 7.5 to 10
percent above the current $6780 fee.
The University of Notre Dame ($6,520
this year).hagprojected an increase of
about 10 percent for 1984-85.
The other private higher educational”
institutions in the District of Columbia
will also have lower tuition increases
than Georgetown. American University, whose current tuition is $7000,
will have an 8.5 percent hike next
year, raising the cost to $7600. George
Washington's projected tuition increase
is 10 percent above 1983-84’s $6100.
While Georgetown'’s tuition increase
compares unfavorably with most other
universities and with the inflation
rate, it is the lowest percentage jump
in five years.
Increases for room and board at
Georgetown will also be smaller than
in recent years. Room rental is projected to rise 4 to 5 percent above the
average of $2040 for this year. Board
at Marriott will cost 7 percent more
than this year’s estimated average of
$1160. Room and board costs are
expected to rise at similar rates at
most other schools.

Symposium Panelists
Clash Over Middle East
is not

Israel's legal

Undersecretary of State George Ball

title and a complete re-

Association, a liaison group

that

guardian. We are quite capable of
devising our own policies,” said former

vamping of the old style of student
representation. “All of the things we
do will be precedent-setting since it
(will be the first time they'll be done,”
said Evert.

Student

(during

time).”

“Our

to make sure there is adaquate student

“

son
din
vay,
ent
oot,
ohn
ne!”

Rudolf Kirchschlaeger, President of
Austria, speaks about his country’s

HOYA

Evert and Fletcher Plan Changes During Term

free
1 he
age,
Big

Editor

tuition: '$9.400), Yale ($9,050), and
Brown ($9,150) plan hikes of 7.5 to 8

visiting dignitaries, Kirchschlaeger focused on Austria's sis
status as a meutral

by Tara McKelvey

knowledge.” continued Kirchschlaeger,

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

Ciotta

G.U. Honors Kirchsch laeger

“and so will future generations. We
will only be able to do so if we become

Georgetown professor Brian Hehir will receive the no-strings attached
MacArthur Fellowship over the next five years.

by Kevin

Austrian President Granted Degree

"We

ting

Managing

Georgetown’s projected tuition in-

Hehir is very accomplished in the|
field of social policy in which he

Hehir

HOY A

crease of 11.1% for the 1984-85 academic year is well above the average
projected hike for other highly competitive universities and other private
institutions in the Washington area.
Next year’s rise at Georgetown will
boost tuition for undergraduates $850,
from ‘$7650 to $8500. This will push

particularly significant work and give
them money so that they can continue

University.

course

.

out people who they think are doing

for

JE

by James Horan

projects for five years-with no strings
attached.
Says’ Hehir, “The Foundation

{

Tuition Rise
Goes Above
‘Average

in funding exceptionally talented individuals personally rather than for

spends half of his time as Senior Research Scholar at the Kennedy Institute

Service,

ame

ty

Friday, March 2, 1984

~ The MacArthur Fellowship is unique

As a professor of the School of Foreign

poal

A
Offices

multiple iissues of justice and peace to
which the church is called today by
the vision of faith and the signs of our
times. The award will allow me to
widen these resources.”

by Kim Caviness

of Ethics at Georgetown

1am
out

Stafl

D.C.

- MacArth ur A ward

his work in Social Policy. He is entitled
to receive $41.000 a year for five years,
totalling $216,000 to spend as he
wishes.
:
In addition to his involvement with

ster
ear.
yrag in
the
1 an
ned
okie

WASHINGTON,

—

has
over
pers
ains

SC,

GEORGETOWN

University Weekly

Hehir Wins $216,000

coveted

ence
elimirna-

The HOY A.

on American

foreign

policy in the Middle East on February
28 in Gaston Hall. Referring to the
decision

to

commit

the

Marines

to

Lebanon after the Israeli invasion of
1982, Ball said, “When the United
States and Israel are eyeball to eyeball,
we habitually blink.”
Ball objected to the Reagan Administration’s portrayal of Lebanon as an
area vital to American strategic inte-

rests. “the-internecine fighting in Lebanon poses no threat to our interests
in the Middle East,” he said.

Former Representative and present
Counsellor to the State’ Department,
Edward Derwinski, argued in support
of the Administration’s policy. He
stated that the invitation of the United
States into Lebanon to help protect the
withdrawal of the Palestine Liberation
Organization in 1982 justified American

were

involvement

serving

in the

region.

“We

useful

and

a specific,

appropriate role,” said Derwinski.

Derwinski said, “What we are seeing
now is a terrible manipulation of innocent people by outside forces Syria
and the Soviet Union.” He failed to

Since both Evert and Fletcher are
sophomores, they have the option of
running again for re-election. Fletcher

concede

said, “If things go well and we have the
energy, then we'd consider it. But it’s
not on our minds—we haven't even

situation is still redeemable at the
moment. There is the ability to work
out an agreement within the Lebanese

taken office yet.”

forces still there,” he said.

tht the withdrawal last week

of the Marines from the positions at
the Beirut airport was a defeat. “The

However, Ball disagreed. He said,
“With our withdrawal, we have lost
much and gained nothing but experience.”
“They (the Reagan Administration)
are cutting their losses while pretending
they're not doing so,” said Ball, while
also criticizing the Navy's shelling of
Syrian positions in the hills surrouriding
Beirut as ‘senseless and
immoral
slaughter.”
Ball also called for the removal of
American ships from their positions
off the Lebanese coast, saying that he
was “very wary” of an American military presence in the area. “The escala-

tion of the Iran-Iraq War might lead to
reckless, suicidal acts,” Ball said.
*
Philip Geyelin, Chairman of Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson Institute, attacked both Ball's and Derwinski’s positions in his remarks. He
criticized Ball for his insistence that
Israel is responsible for the war in
Lebanon and, instead, blamed the
situation on former Israeli Defense
Minister Ariel Sharon. Geyelin said
“His (Sharon's) interest in the West
Bank was not religious but strtegic”
and cited the “ignorance and arrogance
of Sharon's designs.”
Geyelin lashed out at the Reagan
Administration for their absence of

the exercise of restraint,” saying that
this had “undermined U.S. involvement
in a wider peace-keeping analysis.”

Geyelin

also pointed

saw as a legal quetion.

out what he
“The

Reagan

Administration played fast and loose
with the War Powers Act,” Geyelin
said.

He

Congress

added,

when

disarm Lebanon.”

“(Reagan)

disarmed

we

trying

were

to
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~ CSIS’s Axelgard Discusses Iran-Iraq War
by Laura Goodwin
HOYA

Staff Writer

“The Iran-Iraq War has been a regional war from the outset. For small
‘Arab gulf states, the war has presented
serious challenges in‘ military, political,

and economic terms, ” said Fred Axelgard of the Georgetown Center for
Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS) on Monday in White-Gravenor.
he war, which began in 1979 after

the Iranian Revolution, has been spur-

red on ‘this week by the reported Iraqi
invasion of the Khark Island oil terminal, coinciding with the day of Axelgard’s lecture.
“Over the last nine months, the
prospect of this invasion has been the
single most discussed possibility in the
war. We're waiting now for confirma-

tion of the attack;

the bottom

by Todd Barrett
Assistant News

Editor

‘Sgt. C. V. Christian of Georgetown
University Protective Services (GUPS)
reported that burglaries occured in
three Village A apartments early Sunday morning. All three apartments

were occupied at the time of the thefts.
Christian reported that GUPS has
no suspects at the present time. However, he noted, “Latent fingerprints
have been lifted.”
One apartment had a $300 camera
stolen while the occupants of another
lost a bicycle, a wallet with cash and
credit cards, two rings and a pair of
Nike sneakers. Residents of the third
apartment reported that one of them
- had $9 stolen.

Christian said that the doors of all
three of the apartments involved were

locked but “the deadbolt had not been
engaged.”
“We went over there today and

to discuss the history of the Iran-Iraq
war.
“Only Iraq has cultural and ideological resources sufficient to withstand
Khomeini (Iran’s leader),” said Axelgard. “Standing by a muddy river in

line

Baghdad that has been flowing there

question is will the war escalate?” said
Axelgard.
:
Axelgard has recently returned from
a 25 day trip to Iraq. Addressing a

for thousands of years, I sensed that
there was the wherewithal to absorb

Three Village A's Robbed
HOYA

mixed group. of students and other
interested parties, Axelgard went on

could gain entry in two seconds with
a credit card,” Christian said.
Wallets and cash were stolen from
two rooms on 4th Harbin, February
24. GUPS reported no signs of forced
entry and noted that doors to both
rooms were unlocked.

That same
apartment

was

day, an East Campus
burglarized

and

the

occupants lost $995 worth of camera
equipment.
Two unidentified males robbed two
students returning to campus from
Georgetown at 11:40 p.m. Tuesday

night. The robbers took off towards
+ Wisconsin Avenue with $22 and a
wallet. The robbery, which was at
knifepoint, occurred on the corner of

34th and O Streets. '

:

A radio was stolen from a Henle
Village Apartment Wednesday. GUPS
officers reported that the door to the
apartment was left unlocked.

the subjective and objective onsalught
the’ Arabs perceived coming from the
Iranians.”
However, Iraq is in a difficult position, stressed Axelgard. The Arab Gulf
States, including Kuwait, are also in
trouble. “It’s a véry bleak picture,” he
said, citing the general depression of
economic activity, the estimated 25-40
billion dollars in aid to Iraq supplied
by the Gulf States, and the decrease in
Kuwait's
exports. “Militarily
these
countries are unable to defend themselves should the war explode,” he
added.
Public opinion in the Middle East is
also rather bleak, continued Axelgard.
“They feel that the Iranians are out for

itary or economic aid is really out of
the question; Iraq .has a very baa
image in Congress,” he stated more
seriously.
:
Yet Axelgard went on to suggest,
albeit with doubt, that “through U.S.
and USSR cooperation, a concerted
superpower effort to put the war to an
end, something might be resolved.”
According to Axelgard, there is at
least a probability that Iran will eventually win the war. “What would Iran-

Will Grow
by Nicholas Caron
4

ian domination of Iraq do?” asks Axel-

Syria to Iran's refusal to even discuss

the conflict situation. The overall feeling in the Middle-East, said Axelgard,
“is a desire to just let the thing end... . if
only we could.”

disc jockeys points out: “We're doing

all right,” and Owen Callard (CAS ‘84)

bel

suggests that “the station’ll be bopping

Photo by Kevin Ciotta
Fred Axelgard, from Georgetown’s
Center for Strategic and Internation-

al Studies makes a point during his

|

east policy: “In Iraq, there were unrealistic assessments of the United States’
capabilities to help. Depending on your
perception of Ronald Reagan, it is
questionable whether the United States
would help with military action,” he
said.
“Renting U.S. planes to Egyptian
pilots for a weekend is one possible
solution,” joked Axelgard. “Direct mil-

The MacArthur Fellowships cannot
be applied for by interested individuals;
rather, the nominations are made by
some 100 anonymous “talent scouts”
throughout the country. The nominees
are reviewed by a fifteen-member
selecting committee which meets on a
monthly basis. As soon as the final
decisions. are made, personal phone
calls are made to the recipients.

are

approximately

:

main

response

apathetic to really help WROX. Luckmotivated

people

are now participating and their numbers are expected to grow. But growth

$22 million in awards and states that
assets

been
the

ily, he says, some

blood; there is no light at the end ofthe tunnel.”
Axelgard then turned to U.S. Mid-

present

has

' from what he terms a student body too

Bryan Hehir
$930 million.

in five years.”
General Manager Chris Kenny (CAS:
‘85) says that “very few people’ are
ready to wait for it to grow.” Impatience

presentation Monday.
+

its

Staff Writer

on our quiet campus, we now have an
“established radio station. One of the

/

continued from page

HOYA

WROX is surviving. After a “humble” suggestion two years ago by a few
of the more forward members of the
student body for a “low key” station

gard. “Suspicions are that the war will
be a chronic feature of the eastern:
Middle-East,” he concluded.
Axelgard then entertained, questions
from the audience, ranging from his

opinion of Jesse Jackson's exploits in

|1

!

The unique twist to the MacArthur
Foundation is that it allots between
$128,000 to $300,000, depending on
age throughout five years “without
any of the restrictions and requirements of other comparable programs,

including the requirements of submitting applications, drawing up appealing
“projects, making reports, publishing
and shaping projects to fit particular
funding patterns,” said MacArthur.

A total of 22 fellows were chosen.
“There's a meeting of all, the MacArthur fellows in April,” says Hehir.

can be dangerous, and, in 1978, WGTB
bopped itself into oblivion.
WGTB was Georgetown's first radio
station. It had a history of on-the-air
obscenities, slander, financial misman' agement and advertisements for abortion clinics and contraceptives. As

Kenny says, “it carried Georgetown
University’s name without reflecting
the institution.” The FCC was alarmed
by complaints from the community,
and tried to take the radio’s
away several times.
:

license

.

This “monster,” as Callard calls it,
was the largest radio in the Washing-

oo

ton area with a capacity nearing 50,000
watts. In comparison, WROX has five
watts. The team was largely professional with only 27 out of 52 people on

the staff of WGTB

affiliated with the

University.

,

i

When asked to broadcast basketbal
games, WGTB claimed that it did not
/ serve its educational goal. It also did

not coincide with their programming.
When President Timothy Healy, S.J.

finally shut down

WGTB

in April,

1978, after two years of "intermittent
broadcasting and more scandals, only

the staff complained. Few students
rallied behind it: The FCC license was
handed over to the University of the
District of Columbia for one dollar, to
serve what Dean William Schuerman
calls "a service to the community.”

Bart Edes (CAS 84) decided to start
WROX

three years ago, although

the

bad feelings in the community had not yet subsided. A precise chart of what
should not be broadcasted was im110posed:
But the major concern, accord- |
ing to-Dean William Schuerman; were
Sr

AR

re ACT IANCES meron
The

students

of

A TS

WROX

TO TTA

consider

¢

the first year to have been experimen“tal. Now, with a thorough

reorganiza:

tion, Kenny sees the possiblities of |
“really starting to work on Georgetown.” By making the position of DJ a
reward for extended commitment to
the station, Kenny
boosted the spirit.

Recruitment

claims

to

is expanding

have
:

and ex-

pected to soar next year, according to
Kenny. The new staff, composed of
underclassmen who arrived after the
creation of WROX, are moving away

from the amateur attitude linked with
the radio's difficult beginnings.

One of the tasks of the “established”
radio is to define its musical status:
“Hoya Rock or progressive music” says

Kenny. A compromise is badly needed,
Kenny explains, because of the extreme diversity of the listeners. The
trend is towards progressive, although
“classics” will never go out, adds the

manager.
Basketball

is another

issue

about

which WROX is often criticized. It
does not transmit the games because
the University sold exclusive broadcasting rights to DC 101 three years
continued on page +

PROTESTANT
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Worship Service
10:30 a.m. — Sunday, March 4
St. William Chapel, Copley Hall

“Remember the Mountaintop”
preaching
Rev. Dr. Bruce Epperly

ASH WEDNESDAY
PROGRAM
7:30 p.m. — Wednesday, March 7
Copley Formal Lounge
“Christianity in the Soviet Union:
A First Hand Look”

Rev. Robert Troutman
Pastor
Riverside Baptist Church

Georgetown University
625-3022
Office of Campus Ministry
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by Jim Horan
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Plans for

;

f

3

:

this year's Spring Festival,

lated by a ten-member

N

e

e

| budget.
Highlights of

the

schedule

A raffle is being sponsored by the

at this

/
i

A)

December to srart orgar

on Harbin Field, with “Capitol Steps,”

disaster last September.

Murray ‘had previously collaborated
on the very successful Casino Nite.
In place of the SEC, Hogan organiz-

established,” but NRBQ and Clarence
Clemons, the saxophone player for
p= Springsteen, are among those

Prizes for the raffle were contributed by merchants in Georgetown so
all revenues received will be channlled directly into the scholarship. :
The response has been disappoint-

mel vith

24) in

Dennis

Murray

town University.

Saturday's features include a concert

their

©
group made up of congressional
interns, as the warm-up band. Murray
°° mo Ful 08 LF
ot yet

com-

faite
Danny Eaton takes the plunge at last year’s spring festival.
z
OK... We're trying to accommodate
and a carnival will be held on Sunday. -

as have administrators Walt Cramer

x)

and

that “After the Pro-

Maura

Fay.

“Concern

Murray

about

ir

gram board (which will replace SEC) = unwarranted

1

is established, we'll work closely with

sound

because

the commuity where it's feasible.”

in the

Korean Airlines

Also scheduled are a barbecue and

to clarify that plans for a spring festival

is somewhat

“barefoot ball” Saturday afternoon and

are underway, contrary to an editorial

evening. An American

recently published in another campus

level we'll be

Express-spon-

Student Hunger Lobbying Effort Makes
Makes |Impac t

i

according to Karen Von Buskirk, sec.
:
?
retary in the Congressional office
of
.
.
Rep. Ted Weiss (D-NY). Weiss introduced the bill on Feb. 9, 1984 with 40
co-sponsors and the bill is now pending
in the House Appropriations Commit- =
tee. The Legislative Information Office in House of Representatives said

by Kim Caviness and Tara McKelvey
Ho YA Editors
:
/ On Monday, students placed over
130 calls to Congressional offices to
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because the raffle truly expresses the
foundations of the memorial scholarship; that is, that it reflects the col-
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$90 million for emergency food release.
However, we are proposing $350 million.”
:
Bread for the World is a new group
on campus this year and operates as a
chapter of a national citizens movement/lobbying organization on hunger
issues.
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organizations striving for world peace.
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The rainsite for the concert is McDonough Gym. Hogan said Assistant
Athletic Director Joe Lang has been
very helpful in coordinating the events,
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Student Government to raise funds for = according to Paul Caccamo (SFS '87).
the Loc Huu Dang'Memorial ScholarHowever,a renewed campaign involv-

Paul Caccamo (SFS '87), a student
senator who has been particularly
involved in promoting the scholarship,
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and the Student Government elections

The scholarship was created in memory of one of the three members of
the Georgetown community who lost
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Filop Hilfes publised by the Office of Student

Byzantine catjiolic Divine Liturgy. 5:00 p.m.
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SBA Undergraduate Leadership Retreat. March
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Economist Speaks About the State of Black America

|

Williams Blasts Affirmative Action

nN

continued from page 2
ago, and the contract expires in three

more.
The major student complaint about
WROX concerns its limited reception,

which is confined to campus, even to
~ certain buildings. The system of carand the electrical system connect the,

“creating a disadvantage for another
American,” said Walter Williams, an

station to its listeners, unlike the commercial radios broadcast through antennae.
The hope for an antennae in the
futureis strongly curbed by the enormous costs and the preferability of
using funds for immediate improvements. Kenny says he thinks that it
may be better to keep a cheap system
but buy more records.
The budget of WROX is presently
$9,000 and is supplemented by advertisements and DJ service at parties.
The advertising program is expanding
thanks to a new management board.
Professor Ronkainen of the Business
School and Kevin O'Brien, a 1965
- G.U. alumnus who works for Channel

. 5, provide advice to help the station
suurvive.

economics professor from George Ma-

son University, on Tuesday night in
the ICC "Auditorium. The talk was
sponsored by the Lecture Fund and
the Georgetown Chapter of the Young

Americans for Freedom.

The speech

was titled “The State of Black Ameri-

cans.”

Photo by Jim Caulfield

Ling-Ling

Looks

for

Love

His

Over spring break, many students will visit the National Zoo to see LingLing, who recently was taken off the kidney dialysis machine. Washington,
D.C.’s annual panda watch begins in March with the onset of the wellpublicized panda mating season.

ENTERTAINMENT

Williams,
a
conservative
black
economist, has come to prominence
recently as a spokesman for the view
that conservative policies are benefi-

cial to minorities,
most

especially

recently

worth. of goods while you're (compelled) to pay him $3.35 an hour? No,
it’s a losing economic

proposition for

actiondoes is “to create an advantage

employers,” he said. He added that the

for individual ‘A’ by punishing individual ‘B’ for something that individual ‘C’ did to individual ‘D’. He added,

“Would you hire that person who is

“You see the moral bankruptcy of
affirmative action when you see that
government can’t create an advantage
for one American without necessarily

- rier-current broadcasting causes this
snag in transmission. Telephone lines

give fat women, or women who didn’t
bathe regularly an equal chance. There
are all kinds of discrimination that you
don’t even consider,” he said.
His statements on affirmative action
were also critical. What affirmative

wage laws.

by Danny Eaton
HOYA Staff Writer

blacks.

published

book,

“The State Against Blacks,” focuses
on the negative effects of the minimum

unfortunate enough to be so unskilled
that he can only make $2.00 an hour

fixed wage rate has been the major
reason that blacks in general and black
teenagers in particular have been un-

deremployed.
minimum

He

further called

“That's a warped sense of social justice

the

if you believe in individual accountability...” He concluded , “I can’t
think of a better way of recruiting
members of the Ku Klux Klan than by

wage “one of the most anti-

black laws on the books.”
He denied that discrimination can
explain all of blacks’ problems without
denying that it exists. “To explain.
things by racial discrimination doesn’t
carry us very far... Discrimination is

promoting such a program.”
In discussing busing as a means to
promote
integration in the public

schools, Williams said that “School
\ boards and proponents of busing like

so pervasive that it alone cannot explain everything.” He said that there

Benjamin

are other kinds of discrimination. He
used the selection of his wife as an
analogy of how people never give
everyone

the same

chance.

generally agreed to be desegrated in
practice,”would have to be used by

minorities in proportion to their numbers in society as well. This doesn’t
happen, said Williams, because, “they
don’t apply the same standard to water
fountains as they do to schools.” He
added that “a lot of things that back up
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|
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— Special Events

1831 14th St. N.W.
Washington D.C.
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- CALL:
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Director

say ‘let's get the buses rolling.’ ”
i
He said that such logic would dictate
that water fountains, “which are

Transmission

Commissionerships and Chairman Applications
Available for The New Georgetown Program Board
Positions Open In:

(Executive

it’s not at 12 percent (blacks’ representation in the general population), they

“I didn’t

ATTENTION!
STUDENTS & FACULTY

IS BACK!!

Hooks

of the NAACP) ask for the percentage
of blacks in a particular school and if

quota policies rest on the weak assumption that these numbers explain
something. They don’t.”
In speaking about welfare programs,
Williams attacked what he called
“poverty pimps” —those who are paid
either to study the problem or ad- minister the programs of poor people.
He bolstered his argument by saying
that if the amount spent on welfare
were divided by the number of in' tended recipients, one would find that
each family would receive “between
$34,000 and $35,000 and all I know is

@ Adjust bands & linkage*
B Replace pan gasket &
fluid
!
:
*where applicable
Remember this isa
preventative maintenance
service If you already have
transmission problems, ask

about our other reliable

they're not getting it.”

services

Williams

also asserted

that college

students were taking advantage of the

— Off Campus
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poor by pushing for heavy subsidization
of state colleges and udiversities. “Col-

Cottman |

lege students use the poor,” said Wil-

enim

liams. “At the state colleges, they say

that those institutions shouldn't have

‘high tuition so that the poor can at-

TRANSMISSION

tend. Well less than five percent of the
poor are members of the college population.”
.
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* Future “Looks Bright” for

Freeze Seeks Advice

~ Egypt’s Coptic Christians

OnF inance Committee

wants

1't
re
u

by Tom
HOYA

Egyptians:

‘We

are

Egyptians, because

really

the’ true

our lines go back

all the way to the pharoahs™ said Dr.
Robert B. Betts in an address Wednesday evening entitled “Copts in Contemporary Egyptian Politics and Society,” sponsored by Georgetown’ s Center for Contemporary Arab Studies.
After delays caused by administrative snafus, Betts spoke to an audience.

n-

viCe

1tEl

1t

1g
Oy

of several dozen, including many Egyptian expatriates, about the present state
of affairs for Egypt's most prominent
minority, the Coptic Christians.

ic

committee would (lead to) faculty and
student participation in this process of

Be
A
A
i
ey

Muslim

politics ‘as “unlikely.”

Betts

Waft

summarized

by

Freeze’s plan calls for an expanded
role in University planning for the new
committee. “The current committee is
frustrated,” said Freeze.
In November, Freeze said, “Dr. Ronald Rosier, Chairman of the Commit-

noting! that,

“the future certainly looks a lot brighter
than it did a year ago for the Copts.”
However, he added, “Anyone who
knows Egypt knows that it will be a
long time before social antagonism
towards the Copts disappears.”

Georgetown

Provost J. Donald Freeze, S.J.

bia has been

by Mark Landler
HOYA

Flu,

the

Staff Writer

unwelcome

planned

sent committee which is composed of
faculty members, students and administration

officials.

Freeze

said, “I be-

lieve the administration, students and
faculty should be a part of the new
committee.”

byproduct

of

for the spreading of flu-related illness.
As the Director remarked, “Universities are excellent places to get your
immunity.”
Dr. Esswein concluded that, “there
is no way of avoiding it [the flu] and no

Washington University had also reported

illness.

weeks. Dr. John Esswein, Director of

Dr. Esswein explained that the cases
of “flu” at Georgetown can be divided

a

very

high

rate

of

flu-related

{

medicine for

i . Any

complications,

into two distinct “identities.”
The first,

such as pneumonia, arising from the
Health Service, although Esswein com-

of

a form of respiratory illness, “is probably related to an influenza virus.”
The other, a severe form of diarrhea,

students normally treated at the Stu-

was characterized by Esswein as the

and third weeks of February, a more
than

50%

increase

in the number

+ dent Health Office.

Dr. Esswein stressed that, “Influenza
is a specific disease. What we have
around this year...is a mixture of
things, most of which are viral.” Ess-

wein

noted

that the “epidemic”

has

not been limited to Georgetown University; the entire District of Colum-

illness will be treated by the Student

mented that such complications
rare in young people.

students. Dr. Esswein

are

The Director offered one informal

more “violent” of the two illnesses,
although he said that neither illness
poses a real danger for college-aged

prescription for those Hoyas stricken
with diarrhea: all eating of solids should
be replaced by liquids, particularly

noted that be-

me

to do.”

plan incorporating long-range acade-

Call on Mondays
between 12:00 and 1:00
at The HOYA office
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asking the Faculty Senate, I was asking

advice from administrators about how
this committee should be composed
and its mandate. So I am very open; to
suggestions.’

to arrange an order.

Otherwise orders may

/

Winners announced at McDonough

the proposal before the April 3 meeting

of the faculty. While emphasizing that
“there is no urgency” to the proposal,
Freeze said he hopes that the plans

~ for an appointment or

‘Beer/Band Wagon will begin at 7:30 p. m. outside
Darnall Hall

A sign of their political weakness
lies in the fact that the Coptic Church's

to

You Can Buy HOYA Photos ~~

|

McDonough Gym

fundamentalists,” noted Betts.

really

committee will submit a new five-year

Friday, March 2, 8:00 p.m.

1st Prize
2nd Prize

that

The new committee, if implemented.
will be responsible for the formulation
of the Main Campus’ five-year plan for
1985-1990. “In October of 1985, the

PEP RALLY

‘

councils

ever, FreeZe reiterated an opinion he
expressed in November, “I was asking
advice from the Student Senate, I was

ment is easy, effective and does not
require a visit to the Student Health

Office.

academic

can be completed by mid-April. How-

salty soups and Gatorade. This treat-

cause schoaqls and colleges typically
gather together a great number of
people without immunity to the various forms of flu, they are ideal areas
/

Christians

monastery, and has been so since just
before the assassination of Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat on October 6,
1981. As for President Mubarak, Sadat’s
successor, Betts says, "I don't think he

the

with a vengeance during the past two
the Student Health Service, reports
that his office has handled about 70
flu-related cases during .the second

“pope.” Pope Shenouda III, is presently under house arrest in a Coptic

affected. Although

various student

discuss his proposal. He plans to bung, |

the

not have enough

Student Health Director did not have
exact figures, he said that George

the winter season, has hit Georgetown

exert an insignificant role in Egyptian
politics. While there are as many as
three Copts in government positions
of relative importance, “They are not
in positions likely to offend the Muslim

-.

the

Main Campus Finance Committee does

tee, has informed

gives a tour of campus.

Influenza Outbreak Seizes University

Betts ‘said in an’ interview with The

-

student

of

will be similar to the pre-

Freeze has contacted Student Gov-

joked of "Muslims who complain that
when they want to get a visa from the
American embassy. they have to go
through a "Coptic mafia.™
i
In spite of these economic and social
advantages.the Copts continue to be a
minority in Egypt. and therefore suffer °
the consequences of that fate. “They're
made to feel that they don’t belong,”
commented Betts. “They're allowed to
prosper, and live their lives; but there
are certain jobs they'll never have.”
stated Betts.
“The Muslim establishment's attitude is: Live your lives. Get as rich as
. you want, just don’t attempt to have
: any say in how the government is run,”

VIA
AY B-747.
WEEKLY DEPARTURES,
MAY 4 — OCTOBER 26

consulting

Party (which promises Shenouda’s re-

tact with Westerners. In fact, Dr. Betts

FROM

begun

composition

ernment President Flip Casper and is
planning to meet with members of the

Egypt's Muslims.” Betts said. Consequently, he noted their prevalence in
fields like medicine, education, business, and: fields requiring frequent con-

BE

The

committee

years and allocating resources in order
to achieve those goals.”

urban, more affluent, better educated,
and more Western-oriented than

a

has

said

he: “Most Egyptian Muslims are very
‘tolerant. If they weren't, there wouldn't
be seven million Copts in Egypt now.”

The focus of Dr. Betts’ speech was

[Te

News Editor

University Provost J. Donald Freeze,
S.J.,

planning,”

financial

defining where we will be within five

recent Western attention to such Middle Eastern ethnic groups as the Shiites,
Sunis. Druze and Copts "has not been
the result of fortuitous events recently.”
+ The Copts, a religious sect of Christianity directed from the Patriarchate
of Alexandria, number 2.25 million
official ‘adherents among Egypt's estimated 45 million people. Betts, how:
ever, estimated a number far higher:
“The Copts constitute at least five
million, possibly seven million —somewhere between 10 and 15 percent of
the Egyptian population,” said Betts.
“Well over 90% of all Egyptian Christians are adherents to the Coptic rite.”

! HOYA,:
As a result, the Coptic

Assistant

and

Freeze.

Said

He noted. however, that much of the

il-

HOYA

mic

Barrett

lease), led Betts to portray the possibility of a Khomeini-like ,change in

Egyptian

would have been given ten years ago.”

on the political and social roles Copts
play in the Egyptian landscape, primarily of an educated middle-class
populace.
“By and large, the Copts are more

by Todd

for the Copts’ future. The revival of

‘From the outset, Betts acknowledged

S,

‘detained’;

leaders and faculty members about
the formation of a new Main Campus
Finance Committee. Freeze had said,
on Nov. 18 “My hope is that this new

the pro-Waft/moderate

that “this is probably not a speech that

S-

Shenouda

but he feels pressure from the conservative ' Muslims. He wants to be
able to release him quietly.”
Mubarak’s agreement to hold what
Betts described as “really free elections” has given rise to improved hopes

Selhorst
Staff Writer

“There is a saying among the Coptic
n
ve
oe

to keep

'
:

For complete charter conditions and more information concerning the operatorparticipant agreement, contact your Travel Agent or Jet Vacations, Inc.,
1350 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019. In New York City: 247- 0999.
In New York State: (800) 442-7018. Elsewhere in the U.S.: (800) 223-5450.
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Join the Parade

team.
SA President Paul Evert explained that they

are trying something new to create spirit and
inspire the basketball team to victory over
Syracuse and in the Big East Tournament.
This is the type of activity that should be
promoted on campus, for it helps to increase

the community feeling for all students, players
on the teams and the fans. People feel more a
part of the school when they can say that they
helped spur the team on to victory by attending

pep rallies.

RE

This is a good example of cooperation between the Athletic Department and the student

University as a whole) as arrogant, confident,
and controversial. But they have to respect the
record. Success speaks for itself —ten straight
winning seasons, eight straight post-season
tournament berths, six straight 20-win seasons,

and two of the last four Big East titles. And

John Thompson's record of graduations among
athletes stands alone in an era where

some

schools graduate less than 20% of their scholar\
ship athletes.
Not bad for a school which had a 3-23 record
twelve years ago.
:
Tonight, students have organized a pep rally

to salute the Hoyas on an outstanding season
and to wish them well in the post-season to
come. Tomorrow, arch-rival Syracuse visits
the Capital Centre for the Big East title. Whether you're more likely to talk Sino-Soviet diplomacy

than

half-court

zone

defenses,

we

en-

leaders. Brian McGuire, the Director of Sports
Promotion has served as Liaison between the

courage you to attend and support these events.

two. He has provided time and money

And

tonight's festivities.

+

for
:

This year has been the best ever for the
Hoyas —a 25-3 record, and a #4 national ranking. Considering the size of the school compared to its Top 20 competition, the lack of a

~

for you

seniors

who

haven’t

been

to a

game all year (or maybe all four years) well,

this is it!

/

:

And while you're at the game, be sure to ask

a Syracuse fan or two the question “What is the
streak at Manley now?”

“‘Spring Fever’”’ On The Way

Rarely at a university like Georgetown do
we have the chance to applaud student initia-

tive or administrative cooperation. Students
are simply too busy to take action,’and administrators usually have too many other concerns to bother with students. And so it is with
special pleasure that we point to this year’s
“Spring Fever” as an example of students
taking charge and administrators willing to

donate their time and energy.
A group of students led by Matt Hogan and

Uni-

versity departments and offices had to be dealt
with. It was aided, however, by the help and
enthusiasm of Director of Student Activities
Walt Cramer, Assistant to the Provost Maura
Fay, and Assistant A.D. Joe Lang.

At this point, it seems the committee’s efforts |
" have paid off. The tentative schedule of events

includes many of the most popular activities of

we

opportunity to help select their suc-

that the members of the Election
Commission appreciated your “pat on
the back” for a smooth, clean election,
we must dispute your comments on
the disenfranchisement of seniors in
Student Association elections.
You stated that seniors “will hardly

edly remains to be done before a successful
festival can be held. However, we have much

confidence in a group of students (and administrators) who have such foresight and

initiative and who are willing to work so hard
at a largely thankless task.
The HOYA applauds the Spring Fever Committee for a job that is, so far, well done, and

we wish them luck in pulling off a successful
festival next month.
:

East tournament and trophies go to the champions, along with what Rhode calls “various
other surprises.”

The HOYA

applauds the WROX

only bode

well

for the

future.

Second,

they

have demonstrated that there are other outlets
for Georgetown students to entertain themselves if only somebody takes the time to

provide them the opportunity. Indeed, the
new Georgetown

Program
on how

dent population. Not only that, but due to the

Third,

who

Sports

Department, for they have proven several
things with their immensely successful competition. First, they have shown that there is plenty
of life at our campus radio station, which can

cue from

Universities,

the new constitution

GUSA

more

WROX

operation.

Board can take a
to run

a successful

:
they have once agan

proven

that

outsiders do find students interesting and
worthy of notice, just as the AAAD did when
fighting the rise in the drinking age. Dont’
laugh --some people in positions of power in’

Eliminating

an

entire

role in beginning to change the face of
the Student Government.
Finally, we don't believe that disenfranchising seniors would truly aid the

headed

committees or served

in

to attempt

to articically

chisement of seniors. for no real.
substantial reason eliminates interested
and experienced students from expres-

sing their opinions and concerns over
who their successors will be in the
Student Association.

Jon Lampert ‘86
Class Representative
Chairman.

James Boutelle "84
Election Commission

splash in last week’s HOYA by challenging other political groups to come

than at any time since the depression?
Conservatives and progressives see

really going on. Women’s Awareness
Week will provoke our thoughts on

out of their “Left corner” and participate in a series of debates. Wonderful.
Political debates are a good idea, but

the world with different eyes and have

some social issues; look for the case in

very different concerns. Hence, there

the

would have to be a serious discussion
about topics to be covered and ways a

trayed in advertising.
We're busy, trying to present
facts; maybe you should come
join us? Debates would be great,
we hope they can be arranged,
we'll all be more available (back in
Left corner?) by mid-April. But,

everyone

knows

made

a.

that they sometimes

become more a forum for rhetoric and
smooth talking than for a real meeting
of facts.
{
:
We also know so called “objective
facts” can be interpreted in very different ways. For instance, in a debate
on the domestic

economy,

would

the fact that inflation

we

has

To the Editor:

‘know

what

f

tremendous

The left at Georgetown will be
presenting a series of events that will
encourage discussion on some of the
important campaign issues. Look for

two weeks of anti-apartheid activity;
the situation in South Africa and our

dedication

many people have had this year.

Bart Edes. This guy was not just a
Senate President. This guy gave 110%
to everything that he did. And he did
do everything. Thanks buddy. This

policy

area. Look

also

for

The College Democrats of GU

ac-

cept the challenge to debate the College Republicans.
:
Over the past year, Gary Hart, John

Glenn, and Jesse Jackson have given
their versions of what the Democratic
Party stands for. Later this year we
will also sponsor a debate between the
delegates of the candidates to the convention which will be moderated by
Senator Kennedy.

year was very much your year.
Kirk Nahra. He had incredible ideas
which I often received credit for. I
wish more people possessed the incredible mind that you do. Harvard Law
is lucky.

Mike Towle. John Glenn called me
the other day. He needs help on his
campaign. The Lecture Fund and the
Senate

will

miss

you

as

will

many

others.
John Farley. People will look back

Flip Casper

on

how

women

are

por-

the
and
and
but
our
let's

talk soon.

Mary O’Brien
CAS '84
Co-Chair, GU Democratic
Socialists
Not only do we accept the College
Republicans’ challenge, but we would
like to issue a challenge of our own.
We challenge the CR’s to bring
spokespersons
- from the Republican
party to serve the same function the
Democratic candidates have done. We
look forward to an exciting and fair
debate.
Ed Magarian President,
GU College Democrats
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James Horan, Managing Editor
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Jim Schiefelbein, Features Editor

Jeff Scharpf, Sports Editor,
Tom

Anne Valié Schlafly, Viewpoint Editor
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Cristina Del Sesto, Photo Editor

DiFiore, Advertising Manager
Mike Dick, Advertising
Judd Van Dervort, Circulation Manager
Assistant Editors
Todd Barrett. News
Bridget Brooker. Viewpoint
Joe DiLeo. Sports
Kevin Ciotta. Photography

for making our job easier.
Jim Boutelle. You hit the ground

most of the time. Thanks for being
honest with me, especially when I
goofed.
This could go on for many pages but
I have covered the blue-chippers.
With much gratitude,

library

Board of Editors

on this year in large part because of
your constitution. But you also answered phones, typed and did some
pretty unglamorous work. Thank you

held for you.
Paul Evert. Thanks for speaking up when there was nonsense. Sorry I
overloaded you at times.

ica, and attend to learn about what's

current administration’s attitude towards it will raise some criticism in the

To The Editor: -

Jon Lampert. Your jokes were funny

We will return March 23.

real meeting of facts could be arranged.

foreign

small reminder that students do matter,

The HOYA is taking its Midterm Break next week.

boost

Disenfran-

events on U.S. Policy in Central Amer-

Republicans

cation and the respect that is widely

Note to Our Readers:

from

gone down 4%, or that more people
are living under the poverty line now

To the Editor:
The College

are indeed deserving of recognition. However
trivial Sportsquiz seems, it serves as one more

:

‘class

voting is simply too drastic a step to

the class of 1984 still chose to take the
initiative to vote.

Many of these seniors were people

whether

seniors vote or not.

Harrison ticket. Most agree that this
administration has played a crucial

running and these were the smoothest,
cleanest elections in a long time.
Thanks for your conscientiousness.
Matt Hogan. I know the SAC has
been highly respected this year, mainly
due to your overall competence, dedi-

this univeristy and this community often seem
to have trouble remembering that students

should give

credibility

rainy day. But despite the weather, 25
percent (or around 300 members) of

Final Thanks

campus about this event, Sportsquiz mania has
indeed swept through a large part of the stu-

will broadcast the finals live to their respective
audiences. There is even a possiblity for USA
Today and ESPN to pick up the story.

and

the senior class had to vote at Lauinger
during the past election, on a windy,

disenfranchise seniors. 75 percent of

focus on

the myriad advertisements posted all over

ington Post has taken an interest (See today’s

Association

that much.

take

point section apparently your space
limitations pre-empted the specific
thank you’s that I hoped would be
included. I'd like the Student Body to

Style section), as has Channel 5 Sports (who
will run a feature on the competition), and the
campus radio stations of American, George

Student

“leverage

In addition, although the percentage number would be higher without
senior, the 56 percent election turnout

voter turnout percentages.

finalist, tickets and transportation to the Big

efforts of the aforementioned people, the Wash-

that if the new

continues along the trendline of this
year’s Student Government and continues to improve its image, it is unlikely that another Mardiks-Perez combination would occur. If it did, the
likelihood that the seniors would single-

viewpoint

handedly elect a joke ticket would be

In my signoff last week in the View-

For those of you who have somehow missed

cessors in many cases, we think that
the seniors knew the candidates better
than many of the underclassmen.
Furthermore, we believe (and hope)

Association's

slim.
Mardiks and Perez simply were not
elected by the senior class alone. In
addition, it is important to recall that
the seniors played a large and possibly
decisive role in electing the Casper-

little or. nothing at stake in the outcome
of the election.” We would agree with
both of these statements, however we
don’t believe that they are grounds to

As for the contestants, they will be rewarded

entertainment at Georgetown is not dead.

Catholic

Although

nicely for their expertise. T-shirts go to every

Tony Lopresti, Tom Mottola, and Pete Kezirian, has demonstrated that with a little extra
effort, students can make a difference, and that

and

are sure

HOYA.

drawing

The WROX Sportsquiz Finals this weekend
have been transformed from a fun little contest
between two trios who take their sports knowledge seriously into a big contest with campuswide, community wide, and even possibly
nationwide interest. In doing so, the Sports
Department of WROX, led by David Rhode,

Washington,

24th

it’s not the

are again

but this time

editorial
February

Student

with the administration.” Although
Student Association members could
point to a higher voter turnout percentage, a percentage number simply
is not going to affect the administrtion’s

Campus Political Groups Accept Challenge

Sportsquiz Mania
Sports at Georgetown

nity to respond
to: your
“Election Reforms” in the

new

new ones.

over a month away, and much work undoubt-

national attention,
~ basketball team.

Student
Government in some other
capacity.
To
disenfranchise
these
seniors would deprive them of the

We would llike to take the opportu-

who

the foresight to begin planning the April weekend’s activities way back in December, when

entertainment events.
The committee has spent this semester planning events and finding sites for all the activ-

To the Editor:

past Blowout Weekends and a few promising
Spring Fever will take place the last weekend
in April, just before study days begin. It is still

up of students dedicated to arranging and
running one of Georgetown’s main annual

Seniors Deserve A Vote, Too

in February” and that “seniors have

Dennis Murray, both of whom helped run last
semester’s very successful Casino Nite, had

most of us were obsessed with final exams. In
the absence of the collapsed Student Entertainment Commission, Hogan and Murray
assembled a ‘Spring Fever Committee made

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

be affected by the SG [now GUSA]
President and Vice President elected

ities. Their task was not easy, as many

1 —

the Gym by 8:00. The HOYA enthusatically
supports the pep rally and hopes it will serve
to unify the student body behind our victorious

Critics look at the team (and indirectly, the

Ah

several kegs on wheels will

ro Sa

The band and

‘begin the trek across the campus at 7:30 p.m.
Show your spirit and join them at one of their
six stops along the route. All should arrive at

for the pros, there is only one conclusion: all
of us have something in the Hoyas in which we
can take pride and a sense of accomplishment.

a

Rally for our successful basketball team.

a

to a Pep

idea that athletes at GU work their way towards
a degree rather than bypassing an education

a

Gym

Co

and the

Charlie Potter. News

|
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solid sports tradition on the campus,

asi Sami A

Tonight music will be heard from one part
of campus to the other. The Pep Band will be
leading a parade of supportive Hoya fans from

University Weekly.
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Viewpoint
'{' BobEitel

G-O-P Is Not All That R-I-G-H-T
Historically, there have been two
factions that have composed the Republican Party. The first faction is the

/

element

for the most of the Republic's history

* sevelt, Dwight D. Eisenhower, and Nel-

has not existed. I wish Reagan four
more years as President.
It is important, however, that the
Republican Party maintain its moderate, pragmatic, and progressive elements, despite the new conservative
ideology that has overtaken the Republican Party in the last several years.
It is imperative that the GOP continue
to inhabit the American political center unbounded by narrow-minded and

can moderates of today, such as Baker
and Dole, from their ideological counterparts, such as Helms and Orrin
Hatch, is their overt acceptance of the
welfare state and their realistic attitude

uncompromising ideology.

that the days of limited

more

progressive

Dole.

and. George

Bush

are present-

day adherents to this wing of the party.
These men are commonly known as
“moderate Republicans”— they are not
necessarily adverse to the capitalist
welfare state. civil liberties, and en-

vironmental
are

protection, but yet they

possessed

by

a

strong

sense

of

“It is important that

the GOP not succumb to
a further rightward
ideology drift.”
fiscal conservatism,

American

world

leadership. and national security.
It is this faction of the GOP that has
historically controlled the party's nominating process and ideological direction, but since the nomination of Barry

Goldwater in 1964, the GOP has been
increasingly controlled by less pragmatic and progressive elements. The
election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 was
the final icing on the cake, cementing
the victory of the ideologies and discipline of the moderates.

:

The demise of the GOP's moderate

i
’
;
:

Pn aes)

agreeable

alternative

Jimmy Carter.
The 1980 election, then, was not the
electorate’s deathwish for the welfare

construed as a harsh judgment of
Reagan and his achievements during
of the isolationist. anti-European tendencies of the GOP's ideological wing.

environmental
protection;
rather
people merely wanted the growth of
government and taxes stopped. The
ideological Republican Right must
realize that the American public has

He

accepted the welfare state in principle

has a role to play in our lives.
It is thus important that the GOP
not succumb to a further rightward
ideoiogical drift, that it retain its mo-

derate

women’s

and

pragmatic character;

to

succumb would be to alienate the
political center.
Many forget that the true conservative is suspicious of ideology. as is the
true patroit. John Adams once remark-

ed “that ideology amounts to idiocy.”
In turn, the GOP must not let itself be

- driven

by

right-wing

ideological

fa-

naticism, fanaticism that will divorce
the GOP from the center, the views of

most Americans and proper political
action. The thrust of the Republican
Party should be toward governing and

national

leadership

ideology

and self-interest— leadership

that I know

rights, and

Reagan

that

transcends

can provide,

if

only the primary constituency groups
that surround him will let him do so.

Bob Eitel, a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences. is a ReaganBush 1984 campaign intern.

a

state, civil and

federal go-

vernment are over. This is not to say
that a balanced budget or strong national defense are not among their
goals. But they do realize that government, bécause Americans wish it

to

- wing is and will prove to be an ominous
development both for the Republican
Party and for the nation as a whole.
Such criticism should not be mis-

possesses, quite rightly a Theo-

What separates many of the Republi-

elected President, because of his con-

most

Pr Eb

John M. Hillebrecht

Warming Up to The Freeze

;

freeze is necessary because it is the
only arms control proposal that has a

already frenetic efforts in the cruise
missile field. A freeze would seek to
halt the technological advances first,
and then address the problems of how

:

chance to halt the technological ad-

best to reduce.

A bilateral nuclear-weapon freeze is

not

only

possible,

it is/ essential.

A

vances in strategic nuclear weaponry
that

are

an

immediate

and

LY a

le

Typically,’ criticism of the freeze falls

into three categories.

:

First, a freeze would lock the U.S.
into a position of nuclear inferiority.

Freeze

-

gap

opponents

between

the missile strengths

= =

I

ss (9

things

don’t

look

good.

able ballistic missile submarines.

this

vulnerability is jseen to be not only
hypothetical bu also illusory. The military leaders off our nation have testified
repeatedly that they would not swap
our capabilities for the Soviets. Ac-

:

1
4
\
s

cording to ithe
“while the era
long past, parity
has replaced it,

Defense Department:
of U.S. superiority is
—not U.S. inferiority—
and the United States

and the S oviet Union are roughly equal
in strategic nuclear power.’

:

Second,

supporters

want

us

to stay; where

|
~~~

redwrétion of nuclear-weapons. Of
course, the freeze is the first step. The
benefit of the freeze is that quantitative
and qualitative advances would be

i

we are, Reagan seeks a

|

:

Third,

a freeze

Proponents

of

a

is

not

tional observers. A militarily significant program of clandestine production of fissile material, the undetected

verifiable.

freeze—including

scientists, Congressmen

with

military

production of warheads, and their deployment would be a tremendous un-

expertise, former admirals and generals, former Secretaries of Defense

dertaking— whose possibilities for success are remote and whose risks are
incredibly high.

and State, former directors of the CIA
and ACDA, and former arms negotia-

tors—disagree with this charge and
argue that parts of the freeze might,
in fact, be more easily verifiable than

any

other

type

of arms

The freeze has very little to do with

trusting

agreement.

Most of the freeze is merely an extension of existing arms control limits for
which sufficient methods of verification

have been worked out.
Close Military Production Plants
The most difficult verification problem is in the area of the production of
nuclear wareheads. This ban on warheads is the key to the freeze. Nuclear
warheads are fabricated and assembled
at just a handful of facilities in both
the US and the USSR. The only effec-

tive way

to halt production

of war-

the leaders

of the

Soviet

Union. A recent highly-publicized ad-

ministration
principal

report contained

allegations

three

‘against ‘the So-

viets. Only one (the encoding of missile
test data) seems a clear-cut violation
of the unratified SALT II treaty. The
other charges are examples of the
Soviets pushing the language of existing
treaties as far as it would go without,

in their opinion, violating the letter of
the law.
These are some’ of the specific
charges of freeze opponents. But the
basic thrust of their argument is that a
freeze is unworkable and “suicidal.” -

posals would have led to a net increase

under the inspection power of the In-

of about

ternational Atomic Energy Agency,
to prevent the use of civilian fissile
material for weapons.

off the self-destructive paths the
superpowers have been hurtling down
since before you and I were born.

1,500 U.S. warheads, mainly

‘cause

the

Soviets

to

their

The Life of the Party?
When the 1980 Presidential elections were over,
former Vice President Walter Mondale hit the ground
running for 1984. Since then, even up through New
Hampshire, Mondale has been the clear frontrunner in a relatively quiet struggle for the Democratic nomination.
'
Iowa, with its complicated and time-consuming
caucus system, should have given a boost to Sen.
Alan Cranston, who tried to mobilize nuclear freeze
activists at the meetings.
But Mondale’s victory in Iowa highlights the
failure of the other candiates to communicate their
reasons for wanting the party to deny Mondale its
nomination as much as it reflects the nearly flawless
organization and fund- “raising techniques developed
by the Mondale campaign.

~ Verification that closed plants re-

mained

closed

and

that

clandestine

John M. Hillebrecht is a junior in
the College of Arts and Sciences.

1984, no divisive issue has developed that could
work against Mondale, as the Vietnam dilemma
and intra-party procedural feuds twice devastated
Humphrey. Instead of relying solely on the party
establishment to carry him through, Mondale has,

New Hampshire, though, showed the opposite—
what Mondale must prevent. Hart, fresh from a
surprise second-place finish in Iowa, used his momentum to. enhance his appeal to. younger and
undecided voters, who clearly responded to. his

been careful to cultivate a strong grass roots organ- “ization ‘which should

“a mile wide and an inch deep.”

building program reminiscent of Roosevelt's New
Deal era. It is this strategy which tells most about

candidate Mondale’s character and his politics.
Throughout his political career, perhaps no other
person has had a greater effect on Mondale than
Hubert Humphrey. It was Humphrey, so long the
senior senator from Minnesota, who brought Mondale up through the Democratic Farm-Labor Party
machine and who taught him intricate details of

running campaigns.
* Mondale has been a good student, and has made
exceptional use of the lessons learned by" Humphrey
in his own races for the Presidency.
Meondale’s “Rainbow Coalition”
Mondale

knows

who

his political

friends are: it

should not have come to anyone's surprise that it
was to those constituencies that he would turn first.
He won the AFL-CIO’s endorsement, even though
Glenn averaged a respectable 75% approval rating
from labor’s Committee on Political Education. He
took the endorsement of the National Organization
for Women, even though Gary Hart had made a
concerted effort for the womeri’s vote. Mondale also
succeeded in securing support from peace activists,
civil rights organizations, education lobbies and
American Jewish groups who just as easily could
have supported candidates Cranston, McGovern,
or Hollings. In short, he co-opted “the rainbow

coalition” before Jesse Jackson

even entered

3

Although the pressure will be heavy on: March 13,
Mondale will be able to count on state campaign
organizations far more advanced than his competitors’. For example, Mondale will have delegates

quickly reassert his supremacy to overcome what
may be the most immediate crisis he will face— the
perception that his support among primary voters is

section of the Democratic Party, through a coalition-

help him’ weather’ the fallou

from his stunning! New Hampshire defeat.

running in every precinct in contrast to Hart supporters on the ballot for only 60% of the delegate
slots up for grabs on Super Tuesday. As the 1983
summer's Wisconsin straw poll did, New Hampshire
only serves as a warning to Mondale—that trouble
lies ahead if he can not charge up his supporters to
go out’ and vote—a warning that will need to be
heeded when the real 1984 Presidential election
comes around.
The former vice president clearly has his weaknesses. He's not as charismatic as Jesse Jackson, not
as “heroic” as John Glenn, and is vulnerable to the
charge of making promises to every conceivable
special interest group. Instead of defining points of
disagreement

between

himself and his natural allies,

like the AFL-CIO or the National Education Association, Mondale stands silently, preferring to stay
loyal to his friends and calmly take the abuse of both
Democratic and Republican opponents.
Walter Mondale’s methodical stroll to the Democratic nomination is a case-book example of an
old-time liberal who holds a strong belief in the
old-time politics which for so long made Democrats
the dominating party in American government. The

ce AU

old-time liberal principles espoused by Humphrey
and Mondale 20 years later still appeals to the
Democratic Party. Whether Mondale can resurrect
and mobilize the diverse New Deal Democratic
coalition in November—as he has already done in *
Iowa, yet failed to do in New Hampshire—may be a
crucial, deciding factor in the 1984 general election.

the

Mitchell Wood, a sophomore in the College of
Arts and Sciences, is a Contributing Editor of The
HOYA, and is active in Democratic Party politics.

Democratic race.
Mondale also may be luckier than his mentor. In

Opinion/ Q: Do you take any precautionary measures to keep your place from being robbed ?

Campus

|

redouble

MONDALE

The most important factor in Mondale’s campaign,
however, has been his ability to unite a diverse cross

My point is that the freeze is not only
workable, it is our best chance to get

in cruise missiles. Such an increase—
which is going on right now, without
START
reductions—would simply
|

existing arms control limits for which sufficient
methods of verification have been worked out.”

heads is to close down these military
plants and place civilian nuclear plants

halted during negotiations for reductions. The original U.S. START pro-

CRE

Tle

freeze

|

a

NN

|

Mitchell Wood

message Of “‘a’ liberal, credible alternative to Mon‘dale.” 'To' ‘remain ‘on 'top, Mondale ‘will have
' to

% “Most of the freeze is merely an extention of

of

When you look at the aggregate
picture, however, taking into account
our bombers and currently invulner-

«=

t

Soviets,

nical means, in conjunction with cooperative measures, that is, some form of
selective on-site inspection or interna-

cite “a dangerous

the U.S. and that of the Russians.”
This is true. When you line up our
land-based missiles against those of
the

warhead production was not occuring could be obtained by existing tech-

growing

threat” to strategic stability, deterrence,
and "the existence’ of life on earth.

(,00¢ HIE

itself.

Many took the election of Reagan
to be a mandate from the people that
government should be made limited
once again and that federal powers
should be given to the states; others
saw it as a complete repudiation by
the electorate of the welfare state.
This is incorrect. Reagan was not
servative ideology, instead they elected
him because they believed that government had grown large enough, that
the nation’s defenses were deteriorating, and that roo much of their income
was being taxed to support a bloated
bureaucracy. Reagan was not the most
perfect candidate for most Americans
(note John Anderson's unusually large
share of the vote in 1980), but he was

IE,
f
MOAN :

sap the Republic of its vigor, entrepreneurial spirit, and ability to defend

A Misinterpreted Mandate

the

his first term; indeed, he shares none

SW

federal government in a Hamiltonian
industrial society is, was, and never
will be an attainable goal —nor should
it. The Democratic Left must realize,
however, that this welfare state must
not become so overbearing so as to

of the GOP, the party of Theodore Rosson Rockefeller; Howard Baker, Bob

l

and that a Jeffersonian form of limited

world leadership role and has contributed to an internationalist consensus
in the United States, a consensus that

pragmatic,

.

Vir A

dore Roosevelt type view of America’s

LOVELY

compiled by Bridget Brooker and
Suzanne

Work

§

i

|

Yes,

:
5
”

actually

we

are

.

yet. Everyone's too lazy. We leave
everything open. We have nothing-

we thought we'd be safer: second
floor windows are about twenty

of value in the living room or
dining room so if someone looked

feet off the. ground. We're not
paranoid, but we have four locks
on our doors. My roommate’s dad

they wouldn't

see anything worth

taking. It's not through

them

choice; we just don’t have anything
worth taking.
Tom Bambrough

SBA

from

being

forced

sometimes when I come home at
night. We also leave the lights on

ID in the computer to get in the

at night. I wasn’t really worried
until I lost my ID and I was getting

door, other people can easily slip
in. My friend had her T.V. stolen
over Christmas; that has made me
a little nervous.
Kathleen Wallace

put bars on the windows to prevent

our own

When I'm home by myself I do
lock the door, and I put a chair by
the door too. I check the closets

I don’t think about it a lot, but I
always lock my door. I don’t think
about it every time 1 leave my
room. When' someone uses their

I live off campus. We have a
second floor apartment because

worried,

but we haven't taken precautions

up from

the outside.

CAS

Ann Lowell

take precautionary measures at all.

Lori Garrett
SLL 86

87

SES 86

86

Yes, we keep our door locked,
but we got robbed. It happened at

noontime; we have a front Village
A, so people can see people going
in and out, but no one saw anybody. We do take precautionary
measures, but that wasn’t good
enough. They were only in there

for about 10 minutes and we lost
about $2000.00 worth of our things.
A typewriter was recovered
McNair Hall, though.

in

Natalie Graham
CAS 86

up. I'm in
I do lock some stu
the top floor Henle, so I don’t really
worry about it until vacations. It’s

during vacations that I really worry.
Mike “Big Brother” Hughes is

"1 lock
the door, yeah. I think it
depends on where you live. I live

on N Street which is heavily traveled, so I worry about those kinds
of things.

One

Saturday

at about

watching, so, if anything gets stolen, I'll go to Mike. I don't live in

2:30 AM I looked out the window
and I saw the police throwing a

the seedy side of town—near Mike
Towle’s—besides, with Bill Sc-

bunch of guys into a paddy wagon.
People get beaten up near my

huerman in charge of adjudication, what have we to fear?

house, so I definitely do keep my
door locked.
Dan Antokal
SBA 86

James Boutelle
SES 84

-

phone calls. Before that, we didn’t
i
{
3
i
}
:
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Florida Beyond the Bacchanalia
The Atlantic beaches (Daytona, Ft.
Lauderdale and Miami to name a few)
offer to the visitor stronger, bigger
waves than elsewhere in Florida; these
are good for surfing and are a lot of
fun splashing around in. The Keys add
a Carribean island flavor to a vaca-

by Yim Schiefelbein
HOY

Tunnel
which

A Features Editor

vision. This is the disease

seems

to

infect

most

college

students when they visit Florida during
spring break. With the blindness of
someone obsessed, they speed towards

used the Hotel as a base from which to
launch

the

invasion

of Cuba

the Spanish-American

War

during

of 1898.

Vacation Destination

‘History permeates the state which
looks proudly on its past, while looking

. forward to its future.

tion—kind of like going to the Bahamas, but much cheaper!! Key West
has become an “in” vacation spot for

the mythical land known as Ft. Lauder-

dale, there to seek the pleasures promised by such screen “epics” as Where

by Jim Schiefelbein
HOYA

native Floridians.
:
When you visit the beaches which
border the Gulf of Mexico (Sarasota/
Bradenton, Ft. Myers, Clearwater, St.
Petersburg and Tampa) you will find
more placid waters than those of the
Atlantic— things are more calm and

the Boys Are and Spring Break. They
“do not waiver from their quest, and
unfortunately do not take the time to
experience the many other wonderful
things that Florida has to offer.
It is as if Florida is Ft. Lauderdale,

globe.

offers a wide variety of beautiful outdoor settings. In southern Florida there
known

a

Tours

spectacular

wildlife

as Everglades

are available

preserve

National

1971,

and

billed

as

a

“complete

While

many

people

think exclusively of the amusement

Buying an EPCOT Center one-day ticket for $17 will entitle you to
unlimited use of all the EPCOT experiences. Unlimited one-day fun at
the Magic Kingdom is also $17. If you are staying longer, there are

by airboat, and

that scenery is unbelievable. If you take
a tour, be sure to bring along your

special package deals with reduced rates.

camera to capture the beauty of the

cypress and other wild life. You will
Also in the southern portion of the
state is Lake Okeechobee.

This is the

Surf and sail combine for a super
visit to the Sunshine State.’

largest lake in Florida, and has some

For information call (301) 949-4044
after6 p/m. or come by:

EUROPE

from

Madrid

$
$
$
$

Copenhagen

549
609
693
610

§$ 520

§ 720

AFRICA

from

Lagos
Doualla
Nairobi

Johannesburg
Harrare

$1075
$1783
$1165
$1485

$1328

$1290

ORIENT

D.C.
from

Tokyo
Hong Kong
Delhi
Bangkok

$1070
$ 915
$1175
$1099

Sydney

$1370

Karachi

Stage III

5

S. AMERICA
Buenos Aires
Rio De Janeiro
Jentiasy
Lima

from

$
$
$
$

930
900
715
570

8 p.m.

lot of walking.

e There is no way to do both the Magic Kingdom
and EPCOT in one day. So, if you want to clo both,
plan your visit accordingly.
. # The Disney World Hotels are rather expensive.
But there are many hotels in the surrounding area
“that are much cheaper, and there is usuallyjsome
sort of shuttle service if you don’t have a car.

e From the Ft. Lauderdale area, you take the Florida
Turnpike to Orlando to reach Disney World.. It's

about a 3-4 hour trip.

1

%,

Poulton Hall
Stage III, Poulton
Call 625-SHOW

$1125

hool of Nursing - University of Pennsylvania

Group Discounts Available

OurS70
uite Rate Is

Very Nifty.
5 f

If you have family or friends coming to town
for the weekend, make them feel right at home in
a luxury suite. Only $70 per night for up to four.
Call one of our small charming hotels. Both
are located between Georgetown, the Kennedy
Center, historic sites and shopping. Price
includes continental breakfast.
Offer value for weekends in February and
March. Based on availability and advance
reservations.

hid The Potomac Hotel Group
The River Inn

924 Twenty-Fifth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

(202) 872-1680

(202) 337-7600

Toll Free 800-424-9671

Toll Free 800-424-2741

| PENNS YSSVANIA

TELEPHONE (202) 745-0333

*

The School of Nursing
at the University of
Pennsylvania offers you,
as a college graduate
with a BSN, the opportunity to expand your
professional horizons
with the broadest scope
of graduate programs
you'll find anywhere. In
addition, Penn is the only
lvy League school to
offer nursing programs
from the BSN through
the PhD levels.
Master of Science
in Nursing (MSN)
Spring, summer and
fall admissions. A flexible
curriculum in 11 specialties permits tailoring to
meet your individual
career goals:
® Adult Health & lilness
(Acute, Chronic &
Critical Care tracks)
Nursing Administration (in cooperation
with The Wharton
School)
Nursing of Children
Nurse-Midwifery
® Psychiatric Mental
Health Nursing

Community Health
Nursing
Health Care of
Women
Gerontological

Nursing Clinician
Perinatal Nursing
Primary Care: Family
Nurse Clinician
& School Nurse
Clinician
Doctor of
|
Philosophy (PhD)
You can enter the PhD
program with your BSN
degree. In addition to
the regular doctoral prounique opportunity to
work toward a dual PhD/
MBA in cooperation
with Penn's top-ranked
graduate business program at The Wharton
School.

e

love fine writing, now you

can choose between two Precise
: Rolling Ball pens that

write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder
how we made it possible.

Only The Precise allows
you to write beautifully in either
fine point or extra fine point.
The price is even finer. Only $1. 19.

Program of interest:

O

Invite me to Graduate Education Day, Fall 1984.

0
0

Send me a brochure on your graduate programs.
Have a faculty member call me.

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
© 2OFTHEFINRR THINGS IN LFE.

School & Home Phone:

Home Address
City

y

gram, students have the

0

Name

WHOEVE
THOUGHT WRITING
COULD BE SO FINE?

We have as many grad
programs as we have
letters in our name.

WHOLE EARTH TRAVEL

One Washington Circle Hotel
One Washington Circle, N.-W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

time at the 24:hour bacchanalia of Ft.

Lauderdale and its environs. (Of course,
if that is what you had in mind... .)

Admission: $3.50

® Other Destinations: inquire
® Advance Purchase Required
® Prices Subject to Change due to Airline Price Chanaes

1825 CONNECTICUT AVE. N.W., SUITE 530
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20009

would be a pity to spend all of your

for an . EPCOT
entrance, lunch

and dinner.

TRCHE 8
EF LN

AT DISCOUNT
London
Paris
Rome
Athens

e Wear comfortable shoes, especially if you are planning to cover the place in one day. There is a

March 2, 3

FLY PAN AM, KLM, BR. AIR, JAL, AIR FRANCE. . .
Round trips from Washington,

you can find fun in the great outdoors
of Florida. The only limits are those of
your own imagination.
/
With so much to do in Florida, it

THE DIVINERS

WORLD

i

surfing are but a few of the ways that

me

THE

allow for a more relaxed visit.

e Plan to take along about $35
1-day visit, this to cover your

4

AROUND

20902

if you need any help, just ask an

IY J
(=e Waa"

~.__

via computer;

attendant. This will cut down on the hassle and

til.

Wheaton, MD

Spaceship Earth. There you can make reservations

Mask and Bauble Presents

11485 Grandview Avenue

restaurants

are very popular— reservations are, usually booked
by 10 a.m.! There is a myth that the only way to
make a reservation is in person. While you can make

VaNN
NTNZTNG
Nid

you can visit Ybor City, the “Cradle of
Cuban Liberty,” where José Marti delivered many famous speeches and
planned the revolution against Spain.
You can also stop by the Tampa Bay
Hotel, now the University of Tampa.

keep in mind:

Center World Showcase

/ NTN
N /IN/IN/TN

;

visiting Disney World

e The EPCOT

them that way, there is another, better, faster, and
smarter method. Immediately upon entering the
park, go to the World Key Information System
located beneath the giant geodesic dome known as
Florida is also a veritable paradise
for the sportsman. Hunting, fishing,
.... Swimming, sailing, water-skiing, and

Where the good life gets better every day.
On Florida's west coast, in Tampa

When

\A

recruiting ‘members.

Also good are Busch Gardens— The
Dark Continent—in Tampa, and Sea
World of Orlando.

APTS

WHEATON VOLUNTEER

stupid. There are however several
outstanding attractions, with the Disney World complex leading the pack.

N\ ZINN]

History blasts off on Florida's Space Coast at the Kennedy Space Center.

ville and Orlando.
If you are into history, Florida brings
it to life. St. Augustine is the oldest
city in North America. Founded in
1565, it is the gem of Florida's northeast. Moving to the south, you can
visit history in the making by stopping
at the Kennedy Space Center, “America’s Spaceport,” launch site of the
Space Shuttle and other historic missions.

signed to make a quick buck off of the.

TRL

There are plenty of great spots
throughout the state for camping. One
of the best is the Ocala National forest.
This is located in the north central
portion of the state, between Jackson-

The man-made attractions of Florida
have world renown. Many are nothing
but cheap, rip-off “tourist traps,” de-

De

bass fishing

>

of the finest large mouth
anywhere.

park.

the facility.

Park.

likely see several aligators. . . be careful
not to fall off the boat!!

vacation

most fun from their vacations.
The complex is spread out over 43 square miles and includes: ithe
Magic Kingdom amusement park; the Resort Hotels; Fort Wilderness
Campground; Walt Disney World Village—shops, condominiums and
more hotels; and the newest edition EPCOT Center.
;
EPCOT stands for Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow,
and was opened in 1982. EPCOT consists of two parts, Futureworld,
where visitors can experience the magic of a bright tomorrow, and the
World Showcase, where one can sample the charm of distant lands.
Another diversion at Disney World is River Country. This is an
aquatic amusement park. Designed as an enhanced old-fashioned
swimming hole, you can ‘ride, slide, and splash into the water in
umpteen different ways.” Admission is $8 per day for unlimited yse of

sun.
In addition to the beaches, Florida
is

in

resort complex which offers guests countless opportunifies to get the

the sand is white and a fine powder.
But however varied, the beaches of
Florida have at least one common
characteristic,
the wonderful, warm

Tampa's sparkling past.

Opened

portion of Disney World, known as the Magic Kingdom, it is actually a

crystal clear and beautifully blue, while

The Tampa Bay hotel is a symbol of

world.

destination,” it has been host to millions of guests from around the

be found in the Sarasota/Bradenton
and Ft. Myers region. The water is

1 his 1s simply untrue and, for ones
so educated, an unfortunate lack of
vision. There is so much more, so
“much better than Ft. Lauderdale, that
any vacation would benefit from a
review of the options.
Florida offers a myriad of natural
and man-made attractions. Even among
_ the hundreds of beaches which literally
surround the state, you have a wide
variety of choices, from the Atlantic

Features Editor

Disney World is perhaps the. most famous man-made attraction in
the

restful. Perhaps the best beaches can

and Ft. Lauderdale is Florida.

side to the islands known as the Florida
Keys, to the sparkling gulf of Mexico.

~ Offering Tourists A

Teddy Roosevelt and the Rough Riders

State

v

Zip

Return to: Marian B. Sherman, Assistant Dean, School of Nursing, NEB/S2
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, (215) 898-4271

BOT] [CCISe

.
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| oF lorida: A Sectional Overview
To

Northwest
11 Florida's largely undiscovered trea‘f sure can be found in the guise of the
| Horthwestern region of the state. From
‘the state capital, Tallahassee, westward

to Pensacola, and southward to Ocala,

one encounters innumerable attractions and diversions that exemplify

orida’s reputation

as an outdoors

The finest in hunting, fishing, and
can

fpanhandle

be

found

region,

| Apalachicola

Only on Florida's Central East Coast

in the state's

especially

National

in

into the heavens from Cape Canaveral.
But this section of Florida offers much

is scheduled approximately every third
day.
In the nearby environs of the Space
more than beaches or space shots.
For the fun-seekers, the Daytona Center are the beach communities of
area affords ample opportunity for Melbourne, Satellite Beach, and Cocoa
satisfaction. The city has the obvious Beach, all full of entertainment and
beach-oriented shops and lifestyles, but various attractions of their own.
one need not be a beach bum to enjoy
For the sports enthusiast, the Central
the bustling night life to be found East Coast offers excellent fishing,
hunting, camping, and canoeing in
| there.
About an hour south of Daytona lies every season, while being host to such
the Cape Canaveral area famed for yearly events as the Daytona 500 and
being home to the Kennedy Space the Firecracker 400.

structure that is the central attraction

in this growing city. Florida State UniUniversity, and
diversions (i.e.

Visits to Gainesville (home of the
University of Florida), Ocala (with its

the superlative outdoor activity), Pensacola

Forest.

Tall

pines; cool rivers and streams (such as
the famous Swanee River), and gently

and Panama City (with their sparkling
undiscoyered beaches) are also in order
for the complete visit.
wv

.

West Coast
: © The West Coast of Florida is noted
for its breathtaking sunsets over the
Gulf of Mexico. From the cool clear
springs in the north to the primitive

‘beauty of the Everglades ini the south,
ature is this region ’s high card.

_ Of all the cities in Florida, Tampa is
Hrobably
the best example of this
'state’s phenomenal growth. Tampa is

ture with golden minarets. This is now

by

the University of Tampa, but once was
ten cities in the nation’s future —and it the glorious Tampa Bay Hotel, host to
is the only city with such distinction many luminaries during the 1800's. Its |
well worth having a close look at; espeeast of the Mississippi.
» Tampa is a fun, exciting, invigorating cially the Henry Plant Museum which
‘town. This feeling is inspired by the has a superb collection of Victorian
youth of its citizens, who are con- art and antiques. The tour of the

fife gets better every day,”
already pretty fantastic. Of
‘merous

attractions of the area,

but it’s
the nuBusch

Gardens, The Dark Continent, is the
best. You can explore the re-created
wilds of Africa, from Timbuktu to the
Serengeti plain through a variety of
shows, rides, attractions and displays.
‘Also great is the aquatic park, Adventure Island, which has a gigantic
wave pool, cliff dives, water slides and

other forms of wet adventure. Recently they put in the “Kamikaze,”

museum is free.
Close to Tampa is Clearwater Beach.
A great beach, and weekend hangout
for the local collegiate populations.
(Many will also be there on weekdays
cutting classes to take in the sun!)
Also nearby are Ft. Myers, with
excellent beaches, and Sarasota with
the Ringling Brothers Museum, Tarpon
Springs with its famed sponge docks is
right across the bay from Tampa.

Wherever

you stop on

Central
Contra Florida is known as “WorldsWorld, " to native Floridians. This is
because of the high concentration of
man-made attractions in this region.

well as visiting the sites and

: Editor's Note: This is a very brief
' capsulated view of Florida's six regions and what they have to offer. If
you want more information, stop in
at the tourist bureau as you cross

sets of

Jaws III. They have the full size “Bruce
the Shark” mechanical monster in a
special exhibit.
There is Disney World, Circus World,
Circus World has rides and shows
Sea World and many other creations, all designed around a circus theme obdesigned to provide you with “thrills” viously enough. The best of the rides
while turning a lucrative profit.
is the “Hurricane,” one of the world’s
~The Disney World complex is the largest wooden rollercoasters— quite a
premier attraction of the region (see scream!!
previous page) and is unsurpassed in its
There are some other noteworthy

quality, cleanliness, and entertainment
value. But, Sea World and Circus
World come in as close seconds. At
Sea World you can delight to the

ities of Shamu

and the dolphins

etc.

Wherever you are heading, take
your time and drive safely. Speeding can land you a hefty fine and
you had better believe the Highway
Patrol is just waiting to welcome you
Thanks to Kate Sullivan for her
help in putting together this page.
And, a very special thanks to Mike
Davis whose flowing prose has been
loaned to us this week by The Mina-

Museum.” This is the ultimate in ripoffs, charging exhorbitant prices and
as delivering zilch.

J

camping, and canoeing combine to}
make an exciting outdoors vacation.
There are many excellent festivals

and theater performances that tell the
stories behind the area’s many historic
settings. You can watch, for instance,

beaches. There are some nicely se- in ‘St. Augustine the founding of the
cluded spots for those special picnics. first Spanish settlement in North Amer-

Jacksonville in contrst is a city of ica as recreated in the official state play.
And if you're feeling a little worn
glittering skyscrapes. It is the region's
resort and commercial hub. In terms out, be sure to pop by Ponce de Leon's
of square miles, Jacksonville is the “Fountain of Youth,”also in St. Au-

| _ ORADVANCED
BEGINNER
- Costis about the

same as a semester in a U.S. college: $3,189.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition combe

applied towards our programs.

\(hat should not be missed. Pink fla-

ballrooms and sprawling gardens. it)

announces

in memory of Rev. Daniel Power, SJ.

by opportunities not available in a

two

year

programs

in

U.S.

Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all ar“ rangements.

college you attend

SPRING

your name

FULLY ACCREDITED
Christian College.
state

2p

If you would like information on future programs give
permanent address below.
your permanent street address
city

To be awarded to a service-oriented

— Feb. 1.- June 1

FALL SEMESTER — Sept. 10 -Dec. 22

your present street address
city

SEMESTER

state

each year.
—A Program of Trinity

Sophomore or Junior

For full information — send coupon to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E,, F-3
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

ries

available at the Financial Aid Office,

White Gravenor

IN THE ARMY.
.

medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

re

~~

ARMYNURSE CORPS.
~ BEALLYOU
CAN BE.

|

More information, applications

COMMISSION

Your BSN means you re a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our

J
:

'YOURBSN IS WORTHAN
OFFICER'S

N

mingos strutting about, alligators sle-

U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students’ language skills superior to students
completing

J

When traveling through Southeast
Florida, keep in mind that this region
from West Palm Beach to the Florida
Keys is the warmest region of the

A $1000 scholarship

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taughtin U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced

Southeast

ret, the University of Tampa weekly.

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, “in between”
.students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!

loans may

merce with an expanding high-tech
industry.
Sportsmen can hike into the wilderness of the northeast where fishing,

to Florida.

attractions in the area, but by all means
avoid the “Stars Hall of Fame Wax

grants and

and is a center for banking and com-

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
The Service Fraternity

the border—if you are driving. Or,
try the hotel information desk—they
usually have plenty of pamphlets,

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
plete. Government

growing. Jacksonville just acquired a
U.S.F.L. football team, “The Bulls,”

Special thanks to Graftec for
making last week’s HOYA
Election Issue possible.

the West

Coast, it is a great place to relax,
unwind and get away from it all. 1

5

N

epily lounging in the sun, blue herons
flitting from one spot to another—all
are creatures unique to South Florida.
country. This fact makes it the ideal Take an airboat ride across the wet
place to perfect your tennis and golf marshes for an unforgettable aftergame, try your skills at waterskiing or noon. Almost any stop you make is
sure to feature a local Seminole indian
acquire a deep, golden tan.
The Gold Coast of Fort Lauderdale single-handedly wrestling an alligator.
Snorkeling and scuba diving are two
is so named for the vast amount of
wealth in this area. Hugh mansions outstanding ways to explore the breathtucked behind high walls and winding taking coral reefs of the lower shores.
paths are commonplace as the warm ‘Key Biscayne is an excellent place for
climate makes this region an ideal this as is John Pennecamp in Key}
retirement spot. The area is also brim- Largo.
Miami and Miami Beach have some}
ming with thousands of retail shops,
particularly along Worth Avenue in of the most famous hotels in the
Palm Beach, Las Olas Boulevard in country for their breathtaking archiFort Lauderdale, and Coconut Grove tectural beauty and ornate decorations.
Vizcaya, an old Spanish mansion in
in Miami.
The Everglades is a national park Miami, has museum tours of its marble

John Naisbit, ‘Tampa is one of the top

fidently building for the future.
t+ The local slogan is "where the good

Northeast

Northeastern Florida holds for its
visitors some real delights. History
comes alive as the old is intertwined
with glistening modernity.
St. Augustine, the nation’s oldest
city, is in this region. To Floridians,
this is a favorite vacation spot. The
city itself is beautiful, boasting architecture that spans the centuries. From
the coquina-constructed; Castillo de
San Marcos to the elegant Flagler
Hotel, now Flagler College. St. Augustine has superb nightspots and excellent

r

events.

‘cities.

Megatrends

r

largest city in the nation, and it is still gustine.

When in Tampa you will see amidst
the skyscrapers a curious-looking struc-

to

i

one of the largest water slides anywhere.
For the nightlife, check out Confetti,
Tampa's hottest club, located on Westshore Boulevard, across from the
Tampa Marriott. This is a wild hangout, with a variety of nightly special

‘emerging as one of the nation’s premier
According

Center. The Space Center itself is
open for tours all year long at a negligible cost, and a rocket launch of

can one soak up the sun.on a-sandywhite beach while thrilling to the sight
of ‘Columbia or Challenger soaring some kind (Space Shuttle or otherwise)

A trip to Tallahassee is a must. The
Capitol building is a modern, 29-story
versity, Florida A&M
their accompanying

Be

Central East

that

party spots) also reside in Tallahassee.

man’ s ‘paradise.
‘camping

rolling hills are the ingredients
make up this beautiful area.

f

:

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
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Unig
WF t. Lauderdale Still Where the Boys Are
dinner that evening at the Coral Grill

by Kate Sullivan

in

Assistant HOY A Features Editor

No

matter

bureaus

how

hard

other

try to promote

tourist

their cities,

beaches, cold beer, warm surf, and
bikini-ctad coeds: in a word, Fort
Lauderdale.
Fort Lauderdale’s A1A Strip is legendary for its beach and bars. The
Button, Candy Store, Summers, Village

Club-—all

are

all-you-can-eat

Flag

Atlantis.

water

theme

park

Hollywood (Stirling Road off 1-95), a
water-slide lover's paradise. After 5
p.m. admission is only $5.

Saks Fifth Avenue for three of its five
department stores. Coconut Grove in
Miami has a shopping “village” that is
totally unique to anything south of

beautiful with its terrifically landscaped
median and exclusive and unique shops.
The Galleria, in Fort Lauderdale on
Sunrise Boulevard is still opening new

New England.

Shopping on Las Olas Boulevard is

Be forewarned: the Florida sun is
very strong and a bad sunburn will
take only an hour to get and four days
of shade to recover. For less sunny
activities, try the newly-opened Six

when college students think of Spring

Prop

where

shrimp and prime rib is available upstairs for only $10.

Break in Florida, they think of crowded .

Zoo,

Islamarada

shops and is a super sun-dodger with
Neiman-Marcus, Lord and Taylor, and

in

by Kate Sullivan

airplanes advertising poolside contests

HOYA

Assistant Features Editor

at these bars and promoting other bars’
- nightly drink specials. Off the strip

About two years ago, Florida was one of the first

and definitely worth checking out are

states in the country to pass the toughest driving under
' the influence (DUI) laws ever to be put on the books.

Graffiti's, Southport Raw Bar (be sure

On any given evening, the County Coroners Office
estimates that one out of every ten drivers is drunk and

to bring back an armload of their free
bumiper stickers), Durty Nelly’s (free
hot dogs), Shooter's (next to Nelly’s),

driving on the roads of Broward County (Ft. Lauderdale
and vicinity). This figure is much higher on weekends,
and during the college Spring Break season.

Casey Jones Tavern ($1 Heineken
Thursday night), Bennigan's (for St.

So what does. that mean

Patty's Day) and T.G.I. Friday's. Yes,
Virginia, there IS life beyond the strip.
For a change of scenery for a day or
two, head forty miles north on I-95 to
Palm Beach county were Delray Beach
and Boca Raton offer better surfing
waves. Just south of Fort Lauderdale is
Hollywood where beaches are much

a finer grade

sailboats, and water skiing equipment
can be easily rented.

for the New York Yankees at the Fort

Whatever

Lauderdale Stadium.

Also, the Georgetown baseball team
will

Sports enthusiasts have their haydey

in South Florida. Jai Alai, harness rac-

be

playing

in

a tournament

break,

you

decide

it wisely

and

to

do

for

judiciously.

at

Florida International University over
spring break. Call the Univeristy’s
south campus for schedule. And of
course, water sports are paramount in

ing, and greyhound racing all have parimutuel betting and can make an exciting evening out, as many of the sites

do

Florida has some of the toughest drunk
driving laws in the country and police

will be out in double forces to combat
this year’s spring crowd.

Drunk Driving No Game In Fla.

stumbling

making. Keep an eye on the low-flying

have

South Florida. Windsurfers, surfboards,

and

LR

distance from beachfront hotels and
with two [.D.’s proving that you're 19,
~ you, too, may partake in, the history

wider,

races. Fort

Lauderdale is the spring training site

offer dinner matches

to the average Joe Hoya

living it up downtown? Well, if he is pulled over for the
first time, or in a minor accident with no injuries, the
State of Florida has established some tough minimum
consequences. If guilty of being legally intoxicated, the

defendant is automatically fined at least $250, suspended
of license privileges for six months, and put on proba-

tion for six months, which includes 50 hours of community service, enrollment in the Court Alcohol and
Substance Abuse Program (CASAP) for counseling and
DUI school, similar to defensive driving. The whole
package results from DUI regardless of your state of
origin. The defendant must show up in Florida for his
court appearance, or a warrant will be issued for arrest.
A second time offender is faced with a five year
license suspension and ten days in jail. Remember that
these are all minimum

penalties.

,

Brad Collins, a state prosecuting attorney, provided
information on the consequences of marijuana possession. The offense is a first degree misdemeanor for
possession of 20 grams or under. The maximum penalty
is up to one year incarceration and/or a $1000 fine. In

light of Spring Break, however, some courts may be
lighter on offenders and sentence probation and a fine.
However, the mark of “GUILTY” will be on the

defendant's record. Also, the defendant must appear i in
court, and if the $100 bond is not posted, then he may
also find himself in jail for the evening.
i

Cocaine possession is a felony and the penalties are
much higher.
{
If you

think

that the liklihood of getting caught

is

slim, think again. This is not the county’s first Spring
Break. Police, Sheriffs and Breath Alcohol Testing
—BAT—mobiles will be out in double force. Also; by
the time of GU'’s Spring Break, the county will have had
three weeks worth of training in Spring Break arresting
techniques.
The troopers will not be confined to the Ft. Lauderdale
area,

but

will

be

swarming

all

over

the

state,

just

waiting for offenders. There is a rumor, which has some
merit, that half of the yearly operating budget for the
Florida Highway Patrol is made from fines levied
during the Spring Break season. So, watch it!

of white

sand, and tend to be much less crowd-

ed. For snorkeling. go south to Key’
Biscayne (near Miami); or the reefs off
Key Largo.
The Florida Keys are very much

What to Do If You Don't Leave Town

\

| Harvard this summer
' Academic Calendar: June 25 — August 17, 1984

H

arvard Summer School, the nation’s

oldest summer session,

offers open enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening
courses and pre-professional programs in more than 40
liberal arts fields. The diverse curriculum includes courses appro- priate for fulfilling undergraduate and graduate college degree
requirements, as well as programs designed for career and
professional development. The international student body has access
to the University’s outstanding libraries, museums, athletic facilities,
and cultural activities, with the additional benefits of Cambridge and
nearby Boston. Housing is available in Harvard’s historic residences.
Offerings include intensive foreign language courses, pre-medical, pre-law, business
and computer science courses, and graduate level courses in education and management.

|
|
|

|
|

For further information, return the coupon below or call: (617) 495-2921; 24-hour
catalogue request line,
TT

'

(617) 495-2494.
TT

TT

ETT

~_ Arts & Sciences ___ Drama __ Writing
I

1

__ Dance Center

:
i
|

\

1

City
|

TTT TE

Name
Street

1

TTT

Please send a Harvard Summer School catalogue and application for:

State

i

' Harvard Summer

i

Zip
School

I

20 Garden Street, Dept. 260

.

I

Cambridge, MA 02138

}

NW —on

take you
32nd St.

the other side of Wisconsin ,

Ave.). The mansion and gardens house
collections of pre-Columbian and Byzantine art. Open from 2-5 p.m. daily
except Mondays, admission is $1.
The Old Stone House on M Street
NW'is the oldest house in town. Now
run by y the National Park Service, it is
open to the public daily—no charge.
Should the weather prove sunny and
somewhat warm. this would be an ideal
time to tour the area by bicycle. The
Washington Area Bicyelists Guide provides routes through DC, Maryland
and Virginia. It separates them by skill
level, so if you've done too much
studying this winter it can help you to
get back into the exercise habit.
For those who are in good shape,
the ride to George Washington's waterfront home is a nice day trip. From
Georgetown, it'is a 40 mile roundtrip
trek. but the scenery is pleasant most
of the way. Mount Vernon is open
daily 9-5 (check on admission: 780-

The East Gallery and the Capitol are two of many things to see in D.C. over
Spring Break.
tects. Tours are given Tuesday-Friday
from 10-4, weekends 1-4. You can tour
the house where Lincoln died, the
Peterson House (10th St. NW), located
across from Ford's Theater. Both are
open to the public, and are free of
charge.

2000).
Homes of many other famous Americans are open to the public. Marjorie
Meriweather Post's former abode has
been converted into the Hillwood Museum. You can tour the house and
view the collecton of French and
Russian art with advance reservations
(686-5807). It costs $7. but you can see
a place that many have never had the
opportunity to.
The Woodrow Wilson House at 2340

making.

Located

There

are

also -the

9-5 p.m.. admission is SI for adults.
and 50¢ for children.
“and dream of making more, why not
If you are running out of money.

' These
get you

1618 L Street, N.W.
12th and K Streets, N.W.

Available ok

8375 Sudley Road (Manassas, VA)

Wh

ey

.. 347-4772
.. 842-1000
703-369-1600

Language Institute

Humanities, Social Sciences,
Mathematics, and Statistics

June 18— August 10

June 18— August

Peisnees

The Five-Week
July 9— August 10

U

ne 4— August 10

PER DAY
NO MILEAGE CHARGE
Rate available from 6
p.m. Thursday, March 8
to 6 p.m. March 19th.
4-day minimum.

|

Non-discountable rate applies to this
or similar size car and is subject to
change without notice. Specific cars
subject to availability.

We feature GM cars
*
like this Oldsmobile Cutlass.

standbys:

10

Semester

|

Yale Summer Programs
Yale Summer Programs present

Car Rental’

old

guidebooks and go!

WE GIVE YOU NATIONAL ATTENTION. AND THAT'S THE TRUTH.

a

C St..

J

Summer

less. If you're 18 or older,
form. We also accept most major credit
LD., valid driver's license
cards. You pay for gas and return the car to
all you need to rent from - Washington National Airport.
complete a qualification

14th and

are but a few suggestions to
started. ‘So. get out some

\_

Make your break for
your current student
and cash deposit are
us. Call or stop by to

at

SW. you can visit it weekdays.

The Smithsonian, the Capitol. the
* National Zoo, the National Archives
The National Aquarium, which is in (see the Declaration of Independence.
the basement of the Commerce Dept.
the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights
(14th St. and Constitution Ave.). is here). The Library. of Congress is also
where you can go to watch shark
intriguing and open to visitors. You
feedings. even if you're not in Florida
could also take in the White House,
(Mondays. Wednesdays and Saturdays
the Supreme Court or the F.B.1. buildat 2 p.m.). The Aquarium is open daily ing like the rest of the tourists.

S St.. NW. is open daily except Mondays and Saturdays, from' 10-2, and
Sundays noon-4. Another period house
is the Octagon (1799 NY Ave. NW),
which currently is the headquarters
for the American Institute of Archi-

stop by the Bureau of Engraving ahd
Printing. where you can walk through
the process of currency and stamp

|
mr A TY

Capital for Spring Break. the fate is
not worse than death. There are many
often forgotten or overlooked things
to explore in this fascinating city.

One of your jaunts might
Dumbarton Oaks (1703

TR}

Should you be stuck in the Nation's

to

em

Within walking distance of Georgetown there are several places to discover. You can invest in a walking
guide to DC. available at the bookstore. and spend a warm afternoon
wandering the brick sidewalks viewing
the the architecture and learning some
local lore.

.

me

Prahinski

Editor in Chief

iy

HOY A

ey

by Mary

FE —

worth investigating. Most of the upper
and middle Keys are within an hour
and a half to two hours from Fort
Lauderdale. Most Keys are tiny (two
miles long, half a mile wide) and
perfect for isolated sunbathing.
Islamarada is home of the Holiday
Isle Hotel where they serve their worldfamous rum runners and pina coladas.
Stop by for a cold one, swim in their
pool, or rent jet skis for a half hour. In
any event. make a point of having

Resources of the Yale University

each year a number of academic

Library, Art Gallery, British Art

courses for credit.

Center, and Peabody Museum of|
Natural History are fully available

Students live in Silliman College—
one of Yale’s Residential Colleges
and participate fully in the various
academic, social, and cultural
activities that take place during the

to the

concert, lecture, and film series, as

summer.

enrichment to their academic lives.

summer

community.

In

|

|
|

addition, students find the ongoing
well as organized and individual
sports activities, sources of

|

|

Courses are open to Yale students,

For further information contact:

undergraduates from other

Yale’ Summer and Special Programs
53 Wall Street—Dept. Z

|

P.O. Box 2145
New Haven CT 06520
Telephone (203) 436-4217

|

universities, college graduates, and
to adults holding a high school
diploma. Qualified pre-college |
students are eligible for admission.
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Tom Selleck
in Lassiter
rds; i
ent

It succeeds nicely, combining action,
plot twists, and low key humor to keep
the audience's interest. This is a feat in

by Quin Hillyer

‘|

HOYA

for

Editor

“It Takes

itself, since the story's outcome is easily’

A Thief,” a low key James Bond. and a

predictable.
The movie's appeal lies not in the
“what” of its outcome, but the "how".
How will Lassiter use Hutton’s bitchy
character to get inside the embassy

Imagine

sly.

Contributing

a cross between

young David Niven and you end up
with Tom. Selleck in his new movie
Lassiter.

nk

ice
bat

Co-starring with Selleck are the ele-

without letting Seymour leave him in

gant Lauren Hutton as the promiscuous
wife of one of Nazi Germany's London
emissaries and beautiful Jane Seymour
as Selleck’s wife. A seething hatred
exists between these two as they com-

Michelle Johnson as Jennifer.

Rio: Don’t Blame It On Caine
When Jennifer tells her father everything but the identity of her lover,
Victor turns to Matthew for help, and
Back in 1981, George Cukor (My together they search for.
Fair Lady) directed Rich and Famous, When the plot gets rolling— and it
a rather unimpressive film notorious
takes a while to do so—Gelbart and
for Jacqueline Bisset’s risqué scene in’
Peters provide non-stop laughs. Unforan airplane bathroom. Now Stanley
tunately, the writers decide to insert a
Donen (Singin' In The Rain) gives us
dose of realism into this increasingly
Blame It on Rio, a comedy about a
hilarious setting by having Matthew's
middle-aged ‘man’s affair with his best
wife, Karen, reappear near the end.
As played by Valerie Harper, who
friend's teenage daughter. If Busby
Berkeley were alive today, would he
despite four Emmys has yet to make a
remake Body Heat?
good film appearance, Karen has one
This trend of celebrated directors of
funny gag but then is reduced to
~ old releasing “hip” sex comedies in the
making “meaningful” speeches that

A tighter script would also help the
actors’ performances. Unless the characters have funny lines, the actors
playing them simply have little to do.
Until Victor sets out on his vendetta
agdinst Jennifer's mystery lover, Joseph
Bologna is simply restless. He totters;
he struts, but he isn’t finding a char-

by Anthony Liguori
HOY A Staff Writer

od‘,

but,

fortunately,

Blame It on Rio 1s not a bad film.
Written by Charlie Peters and Emmywinner Larry Gelbart, it stars Michael

Caine as Matthew, the guilty but weakwilled lover, and Joseph Bologna as
Victor, Matthew's amorous cohort.
Matthew and Victor, both separated
from their wives, vacation in Rio de
Janeiro with their’ daughters. While
Victor chases after a cigar-smoking

irl, Matthew finds himself fall0 a sexual relationship with
ang’
| Jennifer, Victor's daughter, who has
an intense crush on “Uncle Matthew.”

bring the fast pace of Rio to a dead
halt.
When the film is simply a comedy, an undercurrent of wisdom runs
through it. Through Michael Caine’s
very pleasing performance, Matthew
truly is, in Caine’s own words, “an
innocent victim instead of a dirty old
man.” It is obvious that Matthew's

Meanwhile,

Caine,

A CEE

EE.

EE.

EE

EES

LSE

HEH,

The

Diviners

is set in rural

with Buddy and gives the audience an
objective perspective on the people of
Zion, Indiana. (Rather than the mysterious ‘stranger, he is the sort-of
normal guy in a mysterious town.)
Kate Porterfield and Richard Heffernan give fine performances as Buddy’s
loving sister and father, though Hefferman could come across as being older

feld as Basil Bennett) to above-par
(Ellen Lamb as Norma Henshaw). and

and Caine are equals in a humorous

for the most part they are better than the play itself.

situation, the two actors perform surprisingly well.
Michelle Johnson, the latest graduate
of the Jennifer Beals School of Acting,
really wastes some good lines as the
nymphet daughter. Johnson is beauti-

too much like an overdeveloped oneact, with too many images and not
enough ideas. We get loaded names
like Buddy Layman, Jennie May Lay-

ful enough

man, C. C. Showers, and Zion. Indiana;

to set male Hoya

but

her

dull

What's wrong with the play? It seems

hearts

monotone

is

the dialogue is full of water. storms,
, earth, and sky. and the grand finale is

One other small, but amusing, problem with Rio is its music. With songs
with titles like “Chasing at Images,”
“Strong Is the Urge,” and “Amor Sem

a bizarre baptism/drowning. It’s struc-

‘seems too tedious. too pointless. For-

Sim,” Rio s soundtrack

tunately. the performances (especially

is often

necessarily diverting.
Still, when Rio is good,

tured nicely, two acts between two
elegies. But where does it go? It all

un-

Kelly's) and the technical effects at
the end of Act Two make it almost
worthwhile. M and B deserves credit
for trying something different, but
surely they can come up with more
interesting material than this.

it is very

good. Although its beginning and ending are somewhat disappointing,
middle is quite enjoyable viewing.

its
Paul Newman

in The Verdict, on campus this weekend.

°
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OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS COFFEE HOUR: Come
meet and exchange idea with
foreign students and professors.
This week's focus: THE EASTERN
BLOC AND U.S.S.R., Wed., March

The Writing Center i is looking for Tutors

for 1984-85
Applications available in
The Writing Center (203 MaGuire)
or

The English Department (Lauinger 1)
For more information: Call 625-3793

LOST: Man's gold bracelet lost in

New South Cafeteria. If found,
call Jimmy 333-7336. REWARD!

TIM THE RAMBLER: Have a Super
22nd Birthday, and be sure to
get your Fred wet this weekend!!
All your Friends.

ONE-WAY

BRIDGE CLASSES. Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced and “Refresher.” Learn by playing actual
hands.
Partners pro-rided-or,
bring a friend. Convenient locations. Weekdays, Weeknights,
Weekends.
Steven
Hoglund
ACBL 387-8907.
:

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Rush
Service. Proofreading for accuracy. Free
information pack.
331-8858, 293-5660.

AIRLINE TICKET,

D.C.-

S.F./L.A. for $200. Deadline:
March 15. Contact Pam, 3425548

FT. LAUDERDALE OR DAYTONA
BEACH
FOR
SPRING
BREAK.

Round trip charter bus transportation. Party with your friends in
a comfortable, social atmosphere.
INDIVIDUAL-ROUND TRIP $109.
GROUPS OF 6 OR MORE-ROUND
TRIP $99. Call 521-2915 for information and to reserve your
seats.

PART-TIME
SALESPERSON
needed for an extremely busyretail shop in Georgetown. Must
be energetic, flexible, and have
some
sales experience.
Call
261-8244. Non-smokers only.

EXPERT

TYPING:

Professional

secretaries with legal and medical
(psychiatric)
experience.
Long experience in editing and
proofreading papers for undergraduate and graduate students.

HEY HOYA! Here's a part-time
job opening that would be perfect
for the student who is mechanically inclined and needs some
extra money: Part-time mechan-

March 26, 1984

IBM
Selectric.
$1.50 doublespaced page. Mrs. Rhodes, 3632553.
)

ics position; 20-25 hrs/wk. Experience helpful, but not required.
Call Cam at Bicycle Exchange
522-1110.

7, 4:00-5:30 p.m. 500 ICC.

WHY GO INTO WASHINGTON WHEN
WASHINGTON'S BEST PIZZA IS LOCATED JUST
ACROSS THE RIVER IN ROSSLYN?

TYPING: Research papers, resumes, etc. Fast, neat. Printed
look available. Phone 354-6471. |
TYPING,

PROOFING

EDITING—Fast,
sonable rates.
338-8163.

COPY-

reaOK.

FOR EXPERT WORD-PROCESSED

cover letters, resumes, term pa-

pers,

and

theses,

call OFFICE

DOCTOR,
INC. New Service!
French language word processing. Fast, professional, and reasonably
priced service. 2239439.
YOUR COLD MAY BE WORTH

$100!

Testing a new treatment for the
common cold. Institutional Review Board approved. Georgetown University Medical School.
For more info call 625-3820.
ACE TYPING AND WORD PROCESSING SERVICE. From $2.00/,
double spaced page. SAME DAY
AND WORD PROCESSING rate
higher. 2025 | Street, NW (GU
area), Suite 105. Call 466-8973.
FREE

AND

CONFIDENTIAL

preg-

nancy testing and counseling.
The Northwest Center Inc., 2450
Pennsylvania Ave., NW. 8229787.

RESTAURANT
&
LOUNGE
Through The American University, Washington, D.C. . . .

AVAILABLE

LONDON: Juvenile Justice in England and America
MOSCOW: Russian Language
ROME: World Hunger—Its Causes and Solutions
ISRAEL & EGYPT: Quest for Middle-East Peace

Offering 2 Great Specials

a

Mondays & Saturdays 50% off your pizza
Off does

AND

accurate,
Rush jobs

od

Hours: 5 p.m.-12 a.m.
CARRY OUT BEER

50%

Indiana

during the Hoover years of the Depression. The main character is an idiotboy with an aversion to water which
makes him useful for finding it in the
ground and predicting rain. A “backsliding preacher” comes to town, befriends the boy, and tries to get him to
bathe. William Kelly is great as the
fourteen-year-old Buddy. repulsive and
sympathetic throughout. Bill Perry as
the preacher C. C. Showers works well

ances range from strained (Tom Ehren-

WANTED

%

The Diviners.. Mask and Bauble’s
new production, opened Friday at
Poulton Hall to a full house. Since it is
one of the newer, more obscure plays
M&B has presented. the audience, and
perhaps the cast. did not know what to
expect. What we got was a handful of
very good performances which almost
overcame the weaknesses of Jim Leonard Jr's play.

acting against type, has all the funny
lines. However, when both Bologna

HOYA Classifieds

DEADLINE:

Arts Editor

than he does. The rest of the perform-

anything but erotic.

himself ‘is both funny and sad. The
forced, rushed conclusion that the writers give us therefore lessens the joy of
the viewer's own discoveries earlier.

HOYA

rigorously

aflutter,

inability to be honest with Victor or

by Scott Peeples

Co

80's is certainly

acter.

. anger? How will he avoid the expected
Scotland Yard arrest after he performs
their job for them? How will he doublecross the Yard's doublecrossers, and
pete for the attentions of Selleck, who
keep the diamonds for himself? How
is forced against his will (poor man) to
will he and his wife escape the country
enjoy Hutton's attentions in order to
despite the Yard's sophisticated 24,
escape
imprisonment
by
Scotland
hour surveillance?
Yard.
Each question is answered in its
own good time while the surprisingly
Selleck, in the title role, is a high
good acting of all three leads keeps
class thief whom Scotland Yard can
the plot moving at a steady pace.
never quite'catch in the act. What the
Director Albert S. Ruddy deserves
British police force can do is frame
credit for the movie's pace, as well as
Lassiter with the help of the FBI (the
for the well-timed constant stream of
FBI's interest never gets fully explainunderstated humor.
ed), promising him’ a twenty year jail
All in all, Lassiter is a success beterm unless he helps them steal some
cause its various components mesh
valuable uncut diamonds from the
nicely into a whole that, if not fully
German embassy. Apparently the Nazis
believable, is at least believable within
plan to use the diamonds to finance
its obvious objective as a sort of spoof.
In other words, once one accepts that
subversive activities, although that is
never fully explained either.
the film does not take itself too seGaps of reason like this don't really
riously, it is easy to believe each
fantastic twist of fate.
matter-in this film, which is obviously
Lassiter is good old-fashioned fun.
meant as fun escapist entertianment.

Mask And
Bauble’s |
The Diviners

not pertain to carry-out service

JUST BRING YOUR STUDENT L.D.!
$10.00 Minimum.
Offer Good 6 p.m.-11 p.m. / Monday-Saturday
1901 Ft. Myer Drive / 524-1904
CARRY OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE!

Serving
Sandwiches
Cocktails

Open to graduate/undergraduate students.
Most programs include field trips and
excursions. For further information/application,
contact: Washington Semester & Study
Abroad Programs, The American University,
Washington,

DC 20016 or call toll-free:

1-800-424-2600. APPLY NOW!

THE AME

DC

The American University is an equal opportunity/
affirmative action institution.
UP83-376

)

UNIVERSITY

WASHINGTON

|

fut
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McClinton
at Adam’s 21

two-keyboarded

trays Los Angeles middle class suburbia
as a wasteland of sterility and vacuity,
forcing the average film watcher to

re-evaluate his position on the punk

ter that drove

scene, and to show compassion for it.

after

of dia-

and Jerry Lee Lewis, and he performs
effortlessly. Perhaps too effortlessly,

Success American

in

logue, (“You kids can’t stay, look at
the way you're dressed;”*We're sorry,

to the point where you wonderif he's
really trying.

televisions, two kids, and an Oldsmobile—is the object of derision for
Spheeris, and in her eyes it has warped
the minds of innocent youths and
forced them to become society's cur-

but we don’t have any nice clothes,”)
the T.R. kids proceed to violently

He apparently doesn’t have to. Mc-

attack Asshole
funeral party.

and

the

rest

of

the

the

styles

of Ray

The River” and “The Jealous Kind.”
sound,

innocent

people that others tend to sneer at,
rarely even trying to understand. And

Spheeris succeeds in this pursuit, showing a very real, humane side of the

on sheer power.
As an added treat, local
Bob Margolin, who has a
popping up at these things,
guitar, and provided some of
best moments.

tools in a regulated society,

L.A. In
complex

the vast suburban-highway
of America’s coldest, most

modern

city,

young

Evan

stoically

abandons his alcoholic mother. He
wanders aimlessly, ending up on mescaline at a local hard core punk club

where he meets up with Jack,a mem~ ber of ‘T.R.’ T.R. is a group, a family,
of lost and forgotten teenagers who
have found some happiness in each
other and have moved into an empty
house in a completely deserted section

of one of L.A.’s old, run-down suburban
areas.
:
- The action is intense; the T.R. family accepts Evan, and from there

Spheeris guides them through scene
after harrowing scene. The T.R. punk
clan is shown as an anomaly, rejecting
traditional societal norms and
mores;
preferring instead to lead isolated,
brutal lives. At times; their moral
depravity will make the viewer nauseous. A woman's clothes are torn from
her body at a punk concert, and every-

one in the crowd joins in the abuse of
the defenseless girl. She is thrust into a
circle where the punks ridicule her,
making lewd gestures in a frightening
display of turpitude.
There is a maelstrom of violent
incidents; physical intervention is an
| all but daily practice: One particularly

punk scene, She displays a keen com-

prehension of punks as individuals.
Each T.R. member is exposed to the
audience

as

a

misguided,

yet

very

and

between

his

rough,
like

“Lucille”

bluesman
knack for
sat in on
the night's

Adam's 21 (located at 21st and Penn-

compassion for the kids, in the end
making a well-supported statement that
it is the cold, harsh society's fault for

sylvania Ave.) is a recent development
in the D.C. club circuit, but not really
a new thing, since they bring in pretty

their behavior, not their own.
Suburbia is not without problems,
though. The main antagonists, two
stupid suburbanite hicks, are far too

“much the same acts as the Bayou and’

are given

no

meaningful

lines,

and

their acting suffers for it. Also, Spheeris
has an unneeded love affair with the
repugancy

of cockroaches:

crawling

on the walls of T.R:’s house, creeping
despicably into a cereal box, and being
splattered with a bare hand. One vivid

Gospel According

the Wax Museum.

It's main asset is its

to its competi-

tors), but it's tables-only, and about
half the tables are off to the side or
obstructed view. But if it continues to
bring in the kind of talent it has so far
this semester (McClinton, Son Seals,
The Persuasions, it will be a welcome
addition.

image ought to be enough, who needs
a dozen?

wo Os
om

each of their albums? And the bigger
questions, like: Does the O’Jays’ Back
Stabbers belong in the five-star echelon
right there with Sgt. Pepper's and
Dylan’s Blonde bn Blonde? Obviously
the virtues that give a Muddy Waters

Despite its flaws and natural limitations, The New Rolling Stone Record
Guide is a book any rock and roll fan

will have a hard time resisting. It's one

album

of those books

from

that you pick up in a

book store just to look up one or two

five

stars

are

very

different

those

that

give

Pink

Floyd

Rolling Stone-certified classic.
Considering the near-absurdity

things (what was Elton John’s best
album? How many live albums did the

Greatful Dead put out? 10? 20?) but

ceeds

star

hours. The sort of book that'll make a

essential ways”

‘great gift for someone

or visit a lot.
The guide
with

you

live with,

is organized

by

artist,

a 1-5 rating for each

LP

and

an

a

artists with

obvious

ties to rock

are

paid) albums.

albums have generally been very highly
regarded among the rock press.
Another obvious problem with any

five-star scale is distinguishing the
“indespensible” albums (5 stars) from
those that are very good but “flawed in
some

essential

way”

(4 stars).

remarkably

album,

well.

Like

it is “flawed

a four-

in

some

(such as the omission

Fabulous Thunderbirds), but like a
three-star disc it “possesses considerable appeal for fans of a particular
style.”
3
To say the least. Marsh and his
army of contributors are often so
convincing that you'll be tempted to
throw away even your most cherished
two-star albums and go out and buy
every five-star you can find (even the

What

exactly is an essential flaw? The problems with this book

included.

of

of such groups as the Roches and the

:

Le ne

review of the artist's recording career
. ranging in length from one sentance
(for, say, Marie Osmond) to a few
pages (for the Beatles or Elvis). Unlike
the previous edition, all albums "are
thrown in together, so that there is no
separate country or blues listing. The
jazz section is left out-in hopes of a

a

the task, the New Record Guide suc-

wind up pouring over for the next two

. future, separate volume, but a few jazz

Still, Spheeris’ overall work is quite

To Rolling Stone

by Scott Peeples
"
HOYA Arts Editor

and

sincere, unique character. She shows

stereotypical, too unbelievable. Adults

New Record G vide

down-home

“Givin' It Up For Your Love” clicked

size (small compared

The Soldiers on

‘Compiled by Martha Kortiak

voice and his band's thick. powerful
rockers

at 7:30, and

Addis Ababa, “a reggae musical,”
Friday at 8:00, Saturday at 1:00.

Charles

Clinton is soulful by instinct, as he
proved with covers of "Take Me To

rent outcast group: Punks.

are the focus of this story based ‘in

U.S. NAVY BRASS QUINTET, Sat-

attraction was McClinton's voice. He
combines

Spheeris’ goal with Suburbia is the
shedding of new light on a crowd of

- These kids, to Spheeris nothing but

Gaston Hall:

—

exchange

The Diviners continues.

—

excellent

Poulton:
(625-SHOW)

urday

,

m=O

house

‘the suburbs with sodded lawn, three

an

her to suicide. Hence,

band sounded like a Saturday Night
Live studio band at its best, highlighted
by sax and harp solos. But the real

Verdict.

are problems

in-

16 “indespensible”

Elvis Presley col-

But then you leave the world of the
critic and become a buyer again, and
ultimately The New Rolling Stone

ment is only one critic's opinion, and
editor Dave Marsh writes close to half

rock criticism. But that gives the book

of them. In some case the critic ignores
consensus and gives his evaluation as

reading it is yelling back at the experts.
There are plenty of opportunities:

must-get

parallels

Kubrick's, A

the gospel according to Rolling Stone.

Prince's 1999 gets five stars but Dirty

obsessive,

Orange, a film with which

For example, X gets very poor ratings

Mind gets only four? Does Toto deserve = mends-the book is the inability of any
rock and roll fan to put it down.
even the one-star rating Marsh gives to

Clockwork

with

Stanley

from Marsh despite the fact that their

Suburbia might be compared.

herent

in music

criticism, especially

its character. Half

the

pleasure

of

-

lections).

refreshing. It is obvious that this movie
was her work exclusively, and not
some money-hungry Hollywood producer’s. Spheeris captures the energy
of the live punk scene better than
anyone else, and she subtly mixes in

The limitations are clear: each assess-

SN

style—a

por-

The

wm BS

Spheeris convincingly

Reiss 103:

eA

the

yy ON Ct pw

half

ee

two-guitar,

a

a young girl who committed suicide.
Her grieving father (“Asshole”) tells
them that it is their fault she is dead.
Everybody knows, however, that is
was Asshole’s molestation of his daugh-

With Suburbia, writer and director

Penelope

a

The

memorial services of one of their own,

and

On Campus:

wt TNL

dressed in full punk regalia, attend the

Special to The HOYA

hour

runs

race Theater.

rocking rhythm and blues Sunday night
at Adam’s 21. McClinton mixed covers
of old R&B and original soundalikes
for about an
second set.

The Practical Bohemian

from March 5 through 10 in the Ter-

FN

i

stein:

Delbert McClinton and his eightpiece band eased through two sets of -

memorable scene: the T.R. members,

by Matthew Olesen

in the Opera House, and Albert Ein-

Arts Editor

amb gn

By
t

contin-

ns po Lp

‘No Conformity in Suburbia

2/10)

ues, and The Other Side of Babylon
has its world premiere on March 7.

Kennedy Center: The New York City Ballet performs

by Scott Peeples
HOYA

The Father (reviewed

Source:
(462-1073)

Ll

REVIEWS

On Stage:

[Lo ER

oh

Record Guide leaves you with a sort
of blessed curse: more albums on your
existed.

list than
Like

you

thought

the music

and

what

even

itself, it gets

finally

|

i
/
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=

f
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Start Your Career in
Gp

Government and Politics

RR

at the Eagleton Institute of Politics

Program: All Eagleton Fellows participate in a one-year study
of politics and public policy. An M.A. in political science is
awarded upon completion of 30 credits. The core curriculum
includes: public policy, the national government, elections,
quantitative techniques, intergovernmental relations, state

politics, and policy analysis and evaluation.

TESTER

Fellowships: Each year Eagleton awards fifteen to pvdinly
fellowships of up to $6,000. Fellowships are awarded on the
basis of academic achievement and the desire to pursue a |
career in public affairs.
Job Placement: Over 350 men and women have held Eagleton
Fellowships since the Institute was founded in 1956. Job
placements over the past three years include: senate and
congressional offices; Republican National Committee; U.S.
Justice Department; House Appropriations Committee; NASA;
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey; Security Pacific

National Bank; and the executive and legislative branches of
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Maryland, Wyoming,

CHILDREN OF THE

and

South Dakota.

And a child shall lead them.

Location: The Eagleton Institute of Politics is part of Rutgers
University in New Brunswick, New Jersey.

STEPHEN KING'S "CHILDREN OF THE CORN”
starring PETER HORTON
LINDA HAMILTON

Applications: Write to DIRECTOR, Eagleton Institute of
Politics, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New

Brunswick, New Jersey 08901. Telephone: 201/828-2210.

Screenplay by GEORGE

Based

upon the story by STEPHEN
Executive Producers EARL

Produced byDONALD

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY

RUTGERS
Campus at New Brunswick

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, is an affirmative
action/equal opportunity institution.

GOLDSMITH

KING

Music by JONATHAN

GLICK

CHARLES

P. BORCHERS

pirected by FRITZ KIERSCH
Read the Signet Paperback

© 1984 NEW WORLD

PICTURES

and TERRENCE

KIRBY

NEW WORLD PICTURES

Prints from CFI

Soundtrack album available
on Varese Sarabande Records

ELIAS

J. WEBER

R

In association with
Angeles Entertainment Group, Inc.
RESTRICTED

“Ti

UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

STARTS FRIDAY MARCH 9th
at a theatre near you
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Sports
Bill Latham

Ten Reasons To Hate Syracuse University
Syracuse. New York, the definitive
garden spot of the Big East Con-

right), and then
someone else.

sity and the fighting Syracuse Orange-

REASON NUMBER
CARRIER DOME

ference. is home to Syracuse Univermen. The cuddly. loveable Orangemen

will be playing Georgetown at the Cap

Centre

tomorrow.

and

.with

that

thought in mind, The HOY A has seen
fit to present some background on the
Orangemen and their gallant coach,
James “Sit down Jim” Boeheim. Syracuse should do well tomorrow, as they
have won their last two games over
Pitt and St. John’s by impressive one
point ‘margins.
In compiling this article. the author
interviewed numerous Georgetown undergrads concerning the deep respect
and the friendly rivalry that exists between Georgetown and Syracuse. Slurs
concerning Andre Hawkins arrest rec-

ord and

Pearl Washington's

passes

the

ball

to

FIVE: THE

The Carrier Dome was built for
Syracuse by an air conditioning company. Syracuse is in Northern New
York. Talk about selling ice cream to
the eskimos . . .
:

REASON NUMBER
DOME RANGER

SIX: THE

It should read the Dumb Ranger.
Just another of the bulbous undergraduates who'show up for Syracuse's
basketball games. rumor has it that the
Dumb Ranger is the oldest undergraduate at that institution, although
he is only 40 credits away from earning

his degree in underwater fire prevention. No wonder he wears a mask.

onto the Carrier Dome

REASON NUMBER
COLOR ORANGE

REASON NUMBER TEN:
SYRACUSE'S WEATHER
It always snows in Syracuse,

SEVEN: THE

Nothing matches it, nothing rhymes
with it, nothing looks good with it.
Orange is the color and the name of a
fruit. Maybe they'll name their polo
team the “Lime Men,” although this
sounds like a soft drink slogan.
REASON NUMBER EIGHT: “NO

TEARS” HAWKINS,

AGAIN

I guess I just don’t like the guy.

REASON NUMBER
SYRACUSE FANS

court.’ A verit-

when they go on the road, they bring
their snow with them. Last year’s game
in Washington was snowed out in February. At least the Orangemen got

able class act.

stuck at the airport in Newark.

and

The

image, however, of seeing that fluffy
little orange mascot
orange pancake in

crushed into an
the snowy Cap

Centre parking lot is as good a reason
as any to go to the game tomorrow.

Come out and cheer the Hoyas
~ Georgetown— Syracuse Pep Rally

NINE:

Never met one I didn’t dislike. They
are best remembered
for spilling beer
in McDonough and throwing oranges

Tonight, 8:00 p.m., McDonough Gym_

scholar-

Strohbound 84 Presents

ship have been omitted here, as they
are seen to be in bad taste. Rather, the
following list concentrates on the very
real and important reasons why no one

should feel sorry when the Hoyas crush
Syracuse tomorrow.

REASON NUMBER ONE: .
SYRACUSE COACH JIM BOEHEIM
A clever tactician and field general
who has raised the art of run and gun

~ to new lows, Boeheim might be an 8th
grade science teacher who got lost on

the way to class. With his slicked back
hair and soda bottle glasses, Boeheim
bears a strong resemblance to Don
Knots

in

The

Life and

Times

of Icha-

bod Crane.
=

REASON NUMBER TWO:
“NO TEARS” HAWKINS

ba

ANDRE

The biggest crybaby in the Big East,
Hawkins always seems to be picked on

cr An

by

malevolent

refs.

Limited

to five

fouls per game, Hawkins spends most
of his time these days watching his
teammates from the bench. Hawkins
deserves sympathy. Anyone who can
pack 320 pounds into a 6-8" body and

nay

still make it up-and down the court has
accomplished
something.
Hawkins
combines the intimidating presence of

LS

Tinkerbell with the graceful moves of

a Mack truck on two flat tires. As for

pr

Sw

i

his physique. does anyone out there
remember John Belushi and Dan Akroyd in the Big Butts? You get the

RG

picture.
REASON NUMBER THREE:
RAFAEL ADDISON

Pi

RRSR

=

/.

nr

Np

ras

Ae

A

Hey. a lotta’ good basketball players

are named Rafael.
REASON NUMBER FOUR:
DWAYNE "THE PEARL”
WASHINGTON

:

Ci

i

Bt. nein

id

First of all. the nickname’s gotta’ go.
It doesn’t rhyme, it doesn’t make sense,
and lately the Pearl” has played like a
diamond from a Crackerjacks box.
You'd think Washington would have
learned humility after getting shut
down by Kenny Smith, Gene Smith
and George Allen. Washington has
been criticizd about his excess weight,
but you'll see no such comments in
this literature. I would only point out
that Washington's best move occurs
when he fakes his shoulders left, fakes
his belly right and then left and then
OVERWEIGHT
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who enters wins! STROH'S ULTIMATE
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and it's FREE. To enter,
simply mail us the + |

form below.

Earn EXTRA DOLLARS calling
on people whose interests we have

send you complete contest information, safe driving
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also receive a record

Spring Break Survival Kit full of
valuable samples and discount

album by artists like
Dean Ray, The Fixx,
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will also receive a
certificate good for a Free

Now, just when you're thinking that this
might be the best deal you've ever heard
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your Survival Kit we'll also give you a
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; tips from automotive safety experts,

professional program methods.
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and you automatically win Stroh’s
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Two Remain on the Road to Copley Formal
HOYA

Assistant

Sports

Editor

Action! Thrills! Trivia! SPORTSQUIZ! Yes Hoyas, the pinnacle of
‘sports awareness is upon us. Tomorrow
night at 8:15 p.m., the doors of Copley
Formal will open to trivia buffs, beer
drinkers, and everyone else out to

have

a good

time,

as the

finals of

Sportsquiz take place.

For those few who still do not know
what Sportsquiz is, it, according to
Mergen
organizer Tony Lopresti,
The biggest thing to happen to
eons since they let girls in back

in ’69.” Teams of three try to answer
sports trivia’ whose topics cover the
gamut of categories. The questions
are often obscure and inane, but always
challenging. Why anyone would care

the

to the

semifinals, which

took

~ out of the.starting gate, earning GU'’s
first nine points and pacing the hoop-

upstart

tory, no one could say that the team

could have afforded to look past Pitt
to Saturday's match-up with second
place Syracuse. Although tied for fifth
in the'Big East before the game (with

minutes

while

preventing

Vaughan

mark of the first half (and only 5 total

in the first half).
However, in spite of the Hoyas’ best
efforts, the Panthers would not die, as
Culbertson, Allen and Vaughan com-

bined to score

12 points in the final

seven minutes of the half, leaving them

down by only 15 when they left for the
lockeroom.
j

gave

GU

quite

a

though,

that

you have a lot of peaks and valleys in
the quality of your play. We had to

a game

of it. Clyde

Vaughan

connected with two quick jumpers,
and then teammate Andre Williams
canned a shot from the top of the key
to bring Pitt's deficit to only 9 points.
But that was as far as the Panthers got.

Predictably, the Hoyas regained their

foot base line jumpshot. In workmanfashion,

GU

added

utes left in the game, Patrick Ewing
swished two free throws to give Georgetown a 62-40 margin.
Unfortunately for Pitt's Panthers,
Georgetown made no errors. From

that

point

the Hoyas

just

iced

the

managed

nine

by Joe Di Leo
A

Assistant

Sports

Editor

Questions
1) Which NBA team does Georgetown graduate Eric “Sleepy” Floyd

play for and which division is this team
in? Who

drafted him originally?

2) Who

is the

owner

of

the

Balti-

more Colts?
3) Who

is the oldest

player in the
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Country Club teams from Garrett
County and Montgomery County.

the

Only

people

that

are

used

to

rebounds,

and

‘Anad

preyary

During the tournament, free beer
will be given

out

while

it lasts. The

half-time show will feature performances by the Georgetown Pep Band,
doing your favorites such as “Hawaii
5-0,” and with great moments in Sports-

quiz history from
WROX.

Thanks

the

archives

ta a donation

of

from

the Athletic Department, the winning
team will receive four tickets and
transportation to the Big East Tour-

nament

in New

importantly,

York.

the

Perhaps more

winners

can

rest in

the knowledge that they are the kings
of sports trivia.

Georgetown

“uosyly
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receive

the

trophy

very

happy, but it’s a team sport. You need
five good times to win. There's lots of

money for the Specical Olympics.
One aspect of the team that Bonfiglio

spirit— everybody for each other.’

mentioned was that “almost all of us
are foreigners” that have gotten their

when

I won

I was

Overall, Georgetown beat second
place Penn State by a whopping twelve
seconds, with Northern Virginia C. C.

experience

in Europe.

Bonsor,

Mills,

Ewer, and team member Claude Part-

coming in third. Other teams compet-

ridge are English, while Silvia Skelac,

ing

who

included

Pittsburgh

Virginia Tech, Washington

University,

has

contributed

several

high

fi-

nishes earlier this year, has a German
background. He said that hopefully

and Lee,

the University of West. Virginia, the
State University of New York, and

the team’s triumph will attract more
students next year to add to their

Photo by Cristina Del Sesto

Ski Team captain Robert Bonsor.

by Joe Di Leo
)

HOYA

Assistant

Sports

Editor

guard (gird) n:.-5. In basketball, either of the two players
whose basic position is at the rear of the court on defense.
— Webster's New World Dictionary of the American
Language

)

As a basketball player, Georgetown University sophomore Michael Derek
Jackson has re-defined the role of a guard. Jackson, after a distinguished high
school career; arrived at Georgetown as a young and inexperienced freshman
who could handle the ball well and shoot with accuracy. This year,
alternating between both point guard and shooting guard, Jackson finally has

“arrived” at GU, emerging as an explosive offensive force and poised floor
leader, as well as a defensive stalwart. All this despite nagging injuries that
have forced Jackson to miss seven games.
Averaging 23 points-per-game ‘as a senior at South Lakes High School in
Reston, Virginia, Jackson took part in the annual McDonald's Capital
Classic, a tournament for leading high school players held at the Capital
Centre. The Washington Post named him Co-Player of the Year for the
Washington, D.C. area.
“He was one of the finest athletes I have seen here,” South Lakes Director
of Student Activities and Athletics Karl Zaleski remarked recently. At South
Lakes, according to Zaleski, Jackson benefitted during his junior and senior
years from the fine coaching of Jim Lewis, now in his fourth season. "He was
a super kid,” Zaleski added,* ‘the type you could joke with, well-liked by his
peers. You wish all the kids were like that in school.”

Female swimmers get set on the blocks.

Swim Team Seventh In Big East
The women’s relay team of Nancy
Hubbard, Bridget O'Neill, Linda Peterson, and Lee Ann Stauffer placed sixth

by Susan Janec
HOYA

The

Staff Writer

Georgetown

University

swim

team, improving one place from a year
ago. finished in seventh place in last
week’s Big East Championships. The
host school, the University of Pittsburgh, dominated an event in which
Georgetown was the only non-scholarship team.

Quiz

Aqqog (L

will

for College Team of the Year at a
ceremony at the University of Maryland on April 28, which will raise

Obviously

no

year of the team’s existence. Because
of their seven first place trophies,

racing in competition could handle
the conditions well.”
Describing the race, he said, "Halfway down I felt I was doing really well,

| Jackson a “Thriller

Ewing

major leagues and how old is he?
4) When. where, and how did boxer
Sugar Ray Leonard begin his professional career?
5) Who is the new president of the
American League”
6) Who is the coach of George
Washington University's men’s basketball team?
7) Who are the only three drivers
ever to win. the Daytona 500 more than
once”
Answers

it occurs in only the second

titive level,” with tougher competition

grabbed eight.
The Hoyas’ last regular game of the
season is tomorrow at 12:00 noon at
the Cap Centre against sixteenthranked Syracuse.

HOYA Sports Fv
HOY

remarked,

As for next year,’Bonsor says “it is
shaping up to be a much more compe-

ended up with 17 points and 6 rebounds,

Wingate with 16, and Martin 14. Martin

gradually

said

that tonight was not too

to its point

began’ to

build on their lead once Bill Martin

advantage

sure

until, with about six min-

and

* broke the second-half ice with a twentylike

make

the champagne

already solid base of thirteen.

deep a valley—you can’t have too
many downs in a game and expect to
keep winning.’
For the Panthers. Clude Vaughan
while George Allen came in with 12
points. The Hoyas held sharpshooter
Billy Culbertson to two.
Georgetown boasted three players
in double point figures, Ewing with 17,

composure

He

play one game at a time, and now that
we've won we can look forward to

have believed that they were going to
‘make

Italy.

were some flyers being handed out on
campus for a pep rally on Friday for
the Syracuse game, like everyone forgets we're having a game tonight,” he
continued. “For us, it's very dangerous
to look past any game. So we weren't
trying to embarrass anybody, we just
wanted to win and get the hell out.”
Forward Bill Martin, who tallied 14
points in the game, echoed his coach’s
. thoughts. “We weren't really worried
about Pitt, but we knew we couldn’t
have a bad day. So basically we try to

Smith noted “You play so many games,

one

of

in his native

there

might

sparks

where

swered a Sportsquiz record 15 basket- - “We haven't won anything. We're not
going. to celebrate until this thing is
ball questions in only 69 seconds. As
over.’
guest radio commentator Tom Mottola
said about Hank, “He was in his rhythm.
“You dance with the one that brung
Just an amazing show.” We Owe You
ya, and for us that’s Hank Stern.”
One, last year’s runners up, ended up
These comments by Ficca represent
winning 205-145 after an ill-fated catchthe strategy of We Owe You One.
up attempt by the Press.
\ Though slow in the first rounds, they
“This is the biggest rematch since
have consistently broken records in
Rocky II,” commented WROX Sports
the later rounds. They seem to have
Director, David Rhode. Captain of
trouble triggering the buzzer but overWe Owe You One, Billy Ficca, a
came this with the powerplays of
baseball trivia demon, stated, “1 wouldn't
"Hollywood® Stern. When Hank is on

.concentrate on Syracuse.

almost to the point where

some

having competed for years on a strong

John Thompson. “This was a game we
had to get out of the way so we could’

life as the second half got underway—

Pitt showed

Adams

after their win, Kane

then twice I felt like I was going to fall.

Bonfiglio, though only in his second
race of the year for the team, nevertheless has a strong skiing background,

leading rebounder (8.3).
“We had to watch ourselves,” said

Syracuse. But I'm glad we got it over
with.”
Assessing the importance of last
Wednesday's contest, guard Gene

Then,

was

states.

and Cliff Ewer and Geoff Mills finishing fourth and fifth.

from scoring a bucket until the 3:55

Greg

was

absolutely Sut of his mind as he an-

Catholic University’s
radio stations.

is inevitabl

captain Robert Bonsor finishing third,

in the first 13

reserved.

When asked by WROX correspondent

will be rebroadcast over the airwaves of
George Washington's, American’s, and

year “sponsorship independent of G.U.

by 11 points. Further, one can never

“I understand,

seems confident yet

Pub

because

discount the value of Clyde Vaughan,
Pitt's leading scorer and the Big East’s
fourth leading scorer (16.8)and fourth

field goal percentage

team

points. The

hard.

the Blue and Grey slipping by to win

Meanwhile, the much vaunted Hoya
zone found its stride, holding the
* Panthers to just 10 points and a 36%

rack up early round

tion, articles concerning the tournament have or will appear in The Washington Post and USA Today. The finals

off an undefeated season last Sunday
with a runaway victory in the President's Cup Slalom races, the championship event for their entire feague
of teams from the middle Atlantic

scare on’ their home court in January,

Smith alone had seven steals.

also fast on the buzzer and tend to

will be broadcast during Larry Duvall’s
sports segment on Channel 5. In addi-

This winning performance by the

The Georgetown Ski Team capped

in the Big East) and puts them within

overs, while hampering the Pitt guards’
attempts to bring the ball upcourt.

“Harry ‘Sugar’ Kane is the class of
this tournament,” observed Billy Ficca.
Kane, along with teammates Jake Clyne

will be

G.U. skiers is even more remarkable

Editor

Jim Rodney of Penn State by over a
second. Georgetown swept the remainder of the top five spots, with

ly, the defense came out in full force,

Stern

Sports announcer for WMAL,

reading the questions, while John Reagan will host the finals over WROX,
690 AM from Sportsquiz Central starting at 9:00 p.m. Portions of the finals

hard to ski on ice. To finish at all ‘was

Contributing

son,

as Gene Smith and the Hoyas” press
harassed the hapless Pittsburgh back
court of Billy Culbertson and George
Allen into several consecutive turn-

“Hollywood”

to me than my 250 votes.”

the tournament. Each member contributes equally, but Kane always comes
up with the clutch answer. They are

conditions for the race were “very icy
and difficult. Really bad news. It's very

~ Georgetown's Stefano Bonfiglio won
the race with a time of 32.27, beating

building a formidable lead. Significant-

Hank

Thanks to the work of Tony Lopresti
-and David Rhode, Sportsquiz has become a megamedia event. Ken Beatrice,

throughout. Despite their success, the
team is not officially recognized by the
University, and Bonsor says that next

HOYA

Despite the Hoyas’ impressive vic-

Panthers

. round,

former presidential politico candidate
Kevin “Oak” O'Keefe, spiritual leader
of We Owe You One, replied that,
“Making it to the Finals means more

and Kevin O’Brien, represents the
quickest and best balanced team in

Condon. By the end of the third round
the score stood 85-55. In the final

club

Connecticut and Providence), and experiencing a disappointing 15-10 sea-

Following Wingate' s lead, Patrick
Ewing and Bill Martin soon caught
fire, and gradually Georgetown started

¥

the

sters to a 71-52 thrashing of the Panthers at the Capital Centre. The victory
‘ran Georgetown’s record to 24-3 (13-2
"one game of the Big East regular season
title.
3

4

against

by :Quin Hillyer

minute (his first points of the game).

the

as possible.
The big match of Monday Rigid saw.
two tournament favorites go head to
head as the Hoya Press went against
We Owe You One. In this amazing
match, the Press broke out in the:

One the edge they need to win. In fact,

no curfews and tries to train,
. like the Raiders,” according to
Stern. Surely this promises to be a hot
match up that should not be missed.

8) How

many

teams

are

in

the

USFL?
9) Who is the head groundskeeper
for the Kansas City Royals?
10) Who is general manager of the
Washington Bullets of the NBA? Where
do his two sons play basketball?
11) How old is the National League?
The American League?
12)'Who is Sugar Ray Leonard's personal eye doctor?
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in the 200-yard medley with a time of
2:00:08. The same squad also tpok
fifth in the 200-yard free relay, finishing
in 1:45:19. These finishes gave the
women's team their first two medals in
Big East competition.
The men’s team performed admirably, yet they finished without a medal.
The relay team of Roger Potockii, Jeff
Carty, Paul DeSantis and Otto Keleher
took seventh in the 800-yard free relay,
finishing in 7:05:90. The absence of
the team’s strongest swimmer, Mark
Marilley, proved to be fatal. Marilley
did not return to school this semester.
Georgetown’s divers were also a
positive force. Reed MacMillan placed
seventh overall in the 3-meter competition, finishing with 377.65 points, and
ninth in the 1-meter competition, with
345.60 points.
But the competition was not all that
took place over the four-day event. All
the teams stayed at the same hotel,

and many friendships were formed.
Linda Peterson was quite pleased
with the results, and credits coaches
Marc Pugliese and Jeff Bryan for much
of the team’s success. "It was a lot of
‘ fun,” said Peterson.

After starting all 32 games as a freshman at Georgetown, Jackson captured
Big East All-rookie honors and received honorable mention All-Conference.
His 11.6 points per game average (third on the team), 92 assists (second on
the team), and 83% free-throw percentage made him an important ingredient
of the 1982-83 Hoyas. In perhaps his best game for Georgetown last season,

rs,

The Hoya forward bolted full force,

a topic and answer as many questions

sets

a sw

day night, David Wingate performed a
solo act.

cond round where participants choose

Pub

MP

Wednes-

and a team can attempt a five point

question or a tougher ten point question. Finally, there is the exciting 69 se-

Center

Jackson scored 31 points in sparking a 97-92 win over Syracuse in the Carrier
Dome.
Although missing the first few weeks of this season with a shoulder
separation, Jackson has recently been playing the best basketball of his short
career. Even after suffering a sprained ankle in the January 28 win over
Pittsburgh, he has managed to average 4.5 assists and 8.9 points per game,

-

town’s clash with Pittsburgh

Strategy comes into play qn the third
round. Here questions are alternated

the

ew

For the first four minutes of George-

apiece.

than

Georgetown Ski Team Wins President’s Cup

the crowd, two back-to-back fast break
slams by Reggie Williams in the last

Staff Writer

points

intense

during the matches, We Owe You One

60% shooting from the flor. His free-throw shooting often has meant the
difference between a comfortable lead and a precariously close score. “It’s
just a matter of time before everything comes together,” Jackson explained

-

after a recent victory. “1 definitely feel confident about our chances in
March.”
But perhaps the most important element is Jackson's emergence as the
Hoyas’ floor leader. Jackson has sacrified some of his scoring ability in order
to run the team and get the ball inside to Patrick Ewing and Bill Martin.
Aside from the statistics, Jackson's basketball prowess can also be measured in his fan appeal. One Georgetown rooter stated that. “I like Michael
Jackson because he makes the big play, he takes the crucial shot. and he adds
an element of confidence and intelligence to the Hoyas on the floor.”
Another fan, a young female whose name has been withheld to protect her
reputation, noted that, “Besides being a graceful basketball player, I think
he’s gorgeous.”
Although he may not dance and sing like his more-famous namesake, this

Michael Jackson has the ability to thrill” Georgetown basketball
Maybe, Just maybe, we'll get to see a victory dance in Seattle.

fans.

~ i
= 7

HOYA

Pub,

one question in the famed 69 second

including, much to the delight of

|

five

a roll, he cannot be stopped. Though

more

<

by John Graf

Center

freshman team of the Zips, the Pub
team under the leadership of Harry
“Sugar” Kane stayed ahead of the out
classed team of Jeff Beatty, John Duffy"
and Peter Soh, the Zips. The final
score was a deceptive 110-100, in which
the Center Pub had to answer only

Pitt Panthers, 71-52

worth

second round with the quick answers

, Pitting last year’s Sportsquiz champs,

Hoyas Embarrass

throws,”

of Jeff Scharpf, Quin Hillyer, and Brian

place inthe WROX studios on Monday

Guard Horace Broadnax forces a Boston College player to give up the ball
“toa teammate.

round are questions valued at 10 points
if correct and -5 if incorrect, with a
correct response allowing three “free

the NFC last year is beside the point.
The fact is that these teams consist of
experts who are very competitive. This
year a record setting 43 teams were entered. The competition has narrowed
night.

Photo by Tom Mansutti

worth five points each. In the second

who were the three leading receiversin

down

have been happy going against anyone
else.” Ficca, of course, refers to the
revenge factor involved from last year
where his team lost by one controversial
question to the Pub team. The revenge
factor may actually give We Owe You

Sportsquiz is divided into four rounds.
The first round consists of 12 questions

en

round.

by Bryan Keegan
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